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                                                                                 Abstract 
 

 

In recent years, research efforts trying to understand and predict coastal hazards 

have increased as a result of the large number of studies predicting future 

intensification of storms and increasing rates of sea level rise. This has urged the need 

to develop and/or improve early warning systems in order to reduce the risk faced by 

coastal communities. This is particularly the case of the Pacific region, formed by a 

large number of low-lying islands, that even without accounting for large increases in 

sea level rise, are already facing numerous and devastating hazard events. 

These events are generally caused by the co-occurrence of a number of 

oceanographic processes that fluctuate at different spatiotemporal scales (e.g., water 

levels, waves), caused by different triggers such as tropical cyclones or distant source 

swells. Quantifying very low probability events from observations, results in analysis 

highly dependent of the length of the record, and even when available records may be 

enough for quantifying univariate extremes, compound events are impossible to 

characterize.  

Statistical downscaling is a computationally efficient and reliable technique for 

obtaining hydrodynamic components based on the relationship between large scale 

predictors and local predictands. Firstly, based on the relationship between sea level 

pressure fields and local storm surge in New Zealand, a database composed by 

reconstructed data for a hindcast period and future projections has been developed. 

The analysis of the results suggest that extreme storm surge will increase in the 

southern areas of New Zealand while a decrease will be experienced in the north.  

With the motivation of developing synthetic time series of not just univariate 

variables (i.e., storm surge), but multivariate wave and storm surge parameters for 

estimating shoreline evolution, a new climate-based emulator based on weather type 

techniques is presented. The emulator is able to generate synthetic time series of a 

specified length that preserve the chronology at different scales from the inter annual 
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to the intra storm, which is especially relevant for estimating erosion in which the 

chronology of the events plays a very relevant role. Different applications of the 

emulator evidence the potential for probabilistic assessments at different time scales.  

Although wave bulk parameters are still widely used, this simplification results 

in the loss of significant amount of information associated with multimodal seas, thus, 

in the last years it is becoming more and more evident the need of using the 

characteristics of the full spectrum. For this reason, and with special focus on small 

Pacific atolls where an elevated number of concurrent swells approaching the area at 

the same time is the most common situation, a new climate-based emulator of seas and 

individual swell trains has been developed. The emulator has been implemented and 

validated in Majuro atoll, in the Marshall Islands, and is based on the analysis of all 

the spectral wave energy approaching the study area.  

Nevertheless, tropical cyclones are not always correctly reproduced by 

atmospheric circulation models, resulting in an underestimation of the most extreme 

waves. This effect is passed through the emulators proposed, and hence, if we want to 

improve the emulation of the tails of the distributions, a new model for estimating the 

waves from tropical cyclones is needed. Thus, an empirical model based on combining 

information of historical tracks from tropical cyclones and satellite wave data is 

presented. The model allows to better understand the signature of the wind waves 

produced by tropical cyclones and to give fast estimations needed for early warning 

systems and risk assessments. Nevertheless, the amount of existing data makes it 

difficult to statistically characterize the most extreme waves. 

Overall, the research provides useful insights and tools for the generation of 

synthetic time series of hydrodynamic conditions, as a way of overcoming the 

difficulty of characterizing low probability events with historical records, and 

facilitating the implementation of probabilistic assessments to reduce the risk faced by 

coastal communities both in the present and in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

1 Introduction 
 

 

 

 

Weather-related coastal hazards (e.g., flooding and erosion) result from the 

combination of a number of oceanographic processes that vary at different 

spatiotemporal scales (e.g., tides, waves) and are forced by different mechanisms (e.g., 

tropical storms, extra-tropical storms, distant-source swells). It is therefore crucial to 

understand the triggers of extreme events in order to predict and respond to coastal 

hazards (Hoeke et al., 2013) and to reduce the risk faced by coastal communities, 

which account for almost half of the world population.  

Furthermore, climate change is expected to increase the frequency and 

magnitude of coastal flooding (Cheriton et al., 2016; Taherkhani et al., 2020), meaning 

that for many Pacific nations it will be impossible to live by the mid-21st without 

persistent coastal hazards threatening life and infrastructures (Storlazzi et al., 2018). 

This is particularly the case for low-lying Pacific atolls, which even without 

accounting for the future effect of sea level rise (SLR), are already very prone to 

flooding caused by distant-source waves, high tides, and tropical cyclone events (M. 

Ford et al., 2018; Hoeke et al., 2013). Pacific atolls are specially challenging 

environments from a scientific perspective due to their strategic location in the middle 

of a large basin, where the co-occurrence of multiple systems propagating in a complex 

configuration of archipelagos is very common. 

Worldwide, projections of extreme levels in coastal areas, suggest that the 

present 100 year return period will occur annually by the end of the century in some 

coastal areas (Vousdoukas et al., 2018). Also, the global wave climate is changing, 

with general increases in the wave power in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) as opposed 
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to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) (Reguero et al., 2019). This expected changes both 

in the wave climate and extreme levels, has urged the need to develop and/or improve 

forecasts and early warning systems (Wandres et al., 2020; Winter et al., 2020).  

Quantifying low probability events from observations is highly dependent on the 

length of the record, and although some observational records may be enough for 

quantifying extremes of univariate processes, the compound (i.e., tides, waves) 

extremes require longer records than the ones that are currently available (Anderson 

et al., 2019). One way of overcoming these restrictions, both under present and future 

conditions, is by the development of probabilistic assessments based on synthetic 

realisations of the wave climate.  

The use of ensembles has become in the last years a reliable approach to reduce 

and estimate the uncertainty of predictions (Vitousek et al., 2017, 2021; Wahl et al., 

2012). Synthetic time series of hydrodynamic conditions, can be generated by means 

of emulators (Anderson et al., 2019; Callaghan et al., 2008; Davidson et al., 2010; 

Lucio et al., 2020; Rueda et al., 2017), which can even be capable of preserving the 

statistical properties at different time scales and the link to large scale climatic patterns 

(e.g. El Niño Southern Oscillation, ENSO) found in measured or hindcast data 

(Anderson et al., 2019; Cagigal et al., 2020). Nevertheless, extreme conditions 

generated by tropical cyclones (TCs) may be underpredicted by global reanalysis 

(Cagigal et al., 2020; Cid et al., 2017), which capture nearly all the historical TCs but 

with significantly lower wind intensities and too high pressure fields (Hodges et al., 

2017).  

When dealing with future climate projections, Global Climate Models (GCMs) 

are a valuable tool to estimate the influence of climate change on the different 

components involved in extreme coastal events, and have been widely used in the 

literature (Cagigal, et al., 2020; Camus et al., 2017; Hemer et al., 2013; Perez et al., 

2015; Semedo et al., 2013; Vousdoukas et al., 2018). The influence of climate change 

captured in GCMs can be directly used for estimating individual hydrodynamic 

variables but can also be introduced in the synthetic generation of waves.  
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This PhD research has explored the use of GCMs by studying projections of 

storm surge (SS) around New Zealand, and then has shifted to the development of two 

different climate-based wave emulators for the analysis of coastal flooding and 

erosion. Finally, an empirical model to drive waves from tropical cyclones with the 

aim to be coupled with the wave emulators in the future has been developed.  

1.1  Scope of the study 

Coastal managers require the prediction of long-term hydrodynamics to manage 

present day coastal hazards, plan, and adapt for future hazards. However, because of 

the uncertainties in current climate change scenarios, and the computational cost for 

their downscaling to coastal impacts, it is necessary to build tools that allow to generate 

time series of the hydrodynamic conditions driving coastal hazards, that are 

computational-efficient and adaptable over time.  Hence, the objective of this PhD 

research is to explore the use of statistical downscaling (SD) as a computationally 

efficient method (Laugel et al., 2014; Rueda et al., 2017) to generate the multivariate 

hydrodynamic components needed to drive coastal flooding and erosion worldwide, 

with a special focus on waves and storm surge as the main drivers in many locations. 

The aim is to develop new methodologies that can potentially be integrated in early 

warning systems and probabilistic risk assessments or be used to understand the effect 

of large-scale climatic patterns in the local wave conditions, to ultimately improve the 

preparedness of coastal communities to coastal hazards. Those methodologies have 

been developed in a way that they do not rely on computational expensive numerical 

simulations or excessive resources, which might be limited to the most vulnerable 

communities.  

1.2 Organization of thesis 

This thesis presents a range of new methodologies based on the concept of SD 

to improve the hydrodynamic components needed to perform robust estimations of 

coastal hazards worldwide, with the broader aim of contributing to reduce and 

understand the risk faced by coastal communities. In Chapter 2, I present a general 
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overview of the different drivers that lead to coastal hazards, an explanation on the 

concept of SD, and a review of the emulators that have been previously presented in 

the literature. 

Chapter 3 presents a new storm surge database developed for New Zealand 

comprised by a hindcast and future projections associated with 7 different Global 

Climate Models (GCMs). In this chapter I use SD to link large-scale sea level pressure 

(SLP) fields with local storm surges, to find its link and being able of expanding the 

historical records both to the past and the future. This chapter reproduces the material 

from the paper: 

▪ Cagigal, L., Rueda, A., Castanedo, S., Cid, A., Perez, J., Stephens, S., Coco, G., 

Mendez, F. J.  Historical and future storm surge around New Zealand: From the 

19th century to the end of the 21st century. International Journal of Climatology.  

2019; 1– 14. https://doi.org/10.1002/joc.6283 

In Chapter 4 a new wave and storm surge climate-based emulator for coastal 

hazards is presented. This emulator was motivated by an international workshop on 

shoreline prediction (‘Shoreshop’) held in New Zealand in June 2018, which identified 

the generation of synthetic time series as a key step to overcoming the difficulty of 

projecting long-term shoreline evolution. The content of this chapter contains the 

material included in the following manuscript: 

▪ Cagigal, L., Rueda, A., Anderson, D., Ruggiero, P., Merrifield, M., Montaño, J., 

Coco, G., Mendez, F., A multivariate, stochastic, climate-based wave emulator for 

shoreline change modelling. Ocean Modelling. 2020; 1463-

5003 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2020.101695  

The emulator was also implemented for Tairua beach as part of a collaboration 

with USGS that resulted in the following publication focusing on quantifying the 

uncertainty of wave ensembles in shoreline predictions: 

▪ Vitousek, S., Cagigal, L., Montaño, J., Rueda, A., Mendez, F., Coco, G., 

& Barnard, P. L. (2021). The application of ensemble wave forcing to quantify 

uncertainty of shoreline change predictions.  Journal of Geophysical Research: 

Earth Surface, 126. https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JF005506 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2020.101695
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JF005506
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Chapter 5 presents a new wave emulator dealing with the generation of 

multimodal wave conditions, which are of special interest in the low-lying vulnerable 

areas of the Pacific region. In this chapter a novel approach focused on the emulation 

of individual swell trains and seas is presented. This chapter contains the material from 

the submitted manuscript: 

▪ Cagigal, L., Rueda, A., Ricondo, A., Perez, J., Ripoll, N., Coco, G., Mendez, F., 

(2021) Climate-based emulator of distant swell trains and local seas approaching 

a Pacific atoll (Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans, https://doi. 

org/10.1029/2020JC016919)  

To improve the performance of wave emulators in locations affected by TCs, 

Chapter 6 presents an empirical model to estimate the wave footprint of TCs based on 

satellite data. This model can also be potentially applied for understanding the wave 

field generated by TCs worldwide and for first order estimations in operational 

systems.  

The content of this chapter will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal as: 

▪ Cagigal, L., Mendez, F. van Vloten, S.O., Rueda, A., Coco, G., Wind Wave 

Footprint of Tropical Cyclones based on Satellite Data. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this study providing future 

research topics and suggestions. 

As part of my PhD study, I have also contributed as a co-author to other papers 

on wave extremes, wave emulators and shoreline modelling: 

▪ Rueda, A., Cagigal, L., Antolínez, J.A.A, Alburquerque, J.C., Castanedo, S., Coco, 

G., Mendez, F. J.  Marine climate variability based on weather patterns for a 

complicated island setting: The New Zealand case. Int J Climatol. 2018; 1–

10. https://doi.org/10.1002/joc.5912 

▪ Rueda, A., Cagigal, L., Pearson, S., Antolínez, J.A.A., Storlazzi, C., Camus, P., 

Mendez, F. J.  HyCReWW: A Hybrid Coral Reef Wave and Water level 

Metamodel, Computers & Geosciences, Volume 127, 2019, Pages 85-90, ISSN 

0098-3004, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cageo.2019.03.004. 

▪ Anderson, D., Rueda, A., Cagigal, L., Antolínez, J. A. A., Mendez, F. J., & 

Ruggiero, P. (2019). Time‐varying emulator for short and long‐term analysis of 

https://doi.org/10.1002/joc.5912
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cageo.2019.03.004.
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coastal flood hazard potential. Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans, 

124. https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JC015312  

▪ Montaño, J.; Coco, G.; Antolínez, J.A.A; Beuzen, T.; Bryan, K.R.; Cagigal, L.; 

Castelle, B.; Davidson, M.; Goldstein, E. B.; Ibaceta, R.; Idier, D.; Ludka, B.; 

Masoud-Ansari, S.; Mendez, F.; Murray, A. B.; Plant, N. G.; Ratli, K.; Robinet, 

A.; Rueda, A.; Senechal, N.; Simmons, J.; Splinter, K.; Stephens, S.; Townend, I.; 

Vitousek, S.; Vos, K. Blind testing of shoreline evolution models. Scientific 

Reports 10(1), 1-10. (2020) 

▪ Montaño, J., Coco, G., Cagigal, L., Mendez, F., Rueda, A., Bryan, K. R., & Harley, 

M. D. (2021). A multiscale approach to shoreline prediction.  Geophysical 

Research Letters, 48, e2020GL090587. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020GL090587 

▪ Montaño, J.; Coco, G.; Chataigner, T.; Yates, M.L.; Le Dantec, N.; Suanez, S.; 

Cagigal, L.; Floc'h, F. (2021). Understanding time-scales on a dune-beach system 

and implications for shoreline modelling. Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth 

Surface, 126, e2021JF006169, https://doi.org/10.1029/2021JF006169 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

2 Background 
 

 

2.1 Weather-related coastal hazards 

Coastal hazards (e.g., flooding and erosion) result from the interactions of 

multiple oceanographic and meteorological processes. They can occur as a result of a 

single process of exceptional intensity, but more often is the result of the combination 

of more than a unique variable, leading to an extreme impact. Thus, the estimation of 

extreme sea levels (driver of the impact), as the combination of the different 

components is a critical parameter in the estimation of coastal hazards. The different 

variables relevant to the definition of water levels (or sea levels) are presented in 

Figure 2.1 and are the following: Astronomical tide (AT) is the sea level variation 

produced by the gravitational interaction of the earth, moon and sun; storm surge (SS) 

is the rise of water generated by wind and atmospheric pressure changes over and 

above the astronomical tide; wave run-up is the maximum vertical extent of wave 

uprush at the coast while wave setup is the elevation of mean water level driven by the 

radiation stress that results from wave breaking. The total water level (TWL) (Serafin 

& Ruggiero, 2014), with respect to the mean sea level (MSL), which also varies over 

time, will be then defined as Eq. (2.1) by adding the MSL variation, usually at the 

Monthly scale (MMSL), the AT, the SS and the estimate of wave run-up and set-up: 

 

𝑇𝑊𝐿 =  𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐿 + 𝐴𝑇 + 𝑆𝑆 + 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑝 + 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝     (2.1) 
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Figure 2.1. Components for the estimation of total water level 

The processes that lead to extreme waves and storm surge are non-stationary as 

they vary seasonally, interannually and over longer time scales (Méndez et al. 2006; 

Menéndez et al. 2009; Rueda et al. 2016). Furthermore, when attempting to hindcast 

or project wave climate, it is also necessary to address storm chronology since it can 

enhance erosional problems and even lead to multi-hazards (Godoi et al., 2017). 

Different storm sequencing, even with the same magnitude can result in completely 

different erosion or accretion processes at the coast (Coco et al., 2014) as supported 

by the disequilibrium concept (Wright et al., 1985). 

From a statistical point of view, longer time series of the different hydrodynamic 

variables, ideally long enough to capture all the range of extreme multivariate 

variability,  increase the robustness and the reliability of the analysis finally resulting 

in smaller errors (Serafin & Ruggiero, 2014). Thus, the development of a robust 

probabilistic tool capable of estimating time series and different wave climates is 

appropriate to reduce (Wahl et al. 2012) or estimate (Vitousek et al., 2017, 2021) the 

uncertainty of predictions. 

Most of the models that predict beach erosion rely on the use of bulk wave 

parameters (e.g. Hs, Tp and Dir) (Montaño et al., 2020; Vitousek et al., 2017), which 

remain commonly used in the estimation of coastal hazards. Nevertheless, the 

aggregation of the full spectrum into its representative bulk parameters, although it 

may correctly account for the waves in uni-modal seas, results in the loss of a 

significant amount of information associated with multimodal seas (Portilla et al., 
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2015). This is particularly the case of small islands and atolls in the Pacific region, 

located in a large ocean basin in which a number of concurrent seas and swells may 

approach from different directions. The need of using the characteristics of the full 

wave spectrum for describing complex sea states has become more and more evident 

over the past few years (Anderson et al., 2018; Montaño et al., 2020; Portilla-Yandún 

et al., 2020; Portilla et al., 2015; Rueda et al., 2017). 

2.2 Statistical downscaling 

To estimate the impact of hydrodynamic variables at the coast, it is necessary to 

generate wave and storm surge parameters at a local scale, which will be added on top 

of the level components, whose fluctuation at different time scales and can be as 

relevant in order to produce accurate estimations of coastal flooding at some locations 

(Lowe et al., 2021; Muis et al., 2018). Downscaling is the procedure of extracting 

information from the large scale and turn it into local predictions. There are two 

different approaches for downscaling: dynamical (Hemer et al., 2013) and statistical 

(Cid et al., 2017; Izaguirre et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). Using dynamical 

downscaling requires running climate models using nested bathymetries on a local 

sub-domain to dynamically propagate hydrodynamic variables from instrumental data 

or climate model outputs located far away from the coast. Simulations using this kind 

of models are computationally intensive as models try to reproduce all relevant 

physical processes involved with wave transformation (e.g., refraction, bottom 

friction, shoaling, breaking). Statistical Downscaling (SD) relies instead on obtaining 

a relation between local predictands (e.g., Waves and SS) and large-scale climate 

predictors (e.g., sea surface temperature or sea level pressure fields). The relations can 

be then applied to different global climate models to simulate past or future conditions 

for which predictands are not available (Camus et al., 2014). 

In addition to its low computational effort and easier implementation, SD can be 

even more accurate in applications where not much information is available and many 

simplifications are required in the forcing or in the bathymetry (Browne et al., 2007). 

This happens at locations where there where high-resolution bathymetry is not 
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available, or when the user needs to fix parameters or rely on default ones due to the 

lack of in situ data, in order to run the models that reproduce physical principles. 

Furthermore, in the case of waves, SD has been found to accurately reproduce wave 

climatology as well as dynamical projections (Laugel et al., 2014; X. L. Wang et al., 

2010) and has been successfully used in previous wave and storm surge studies 

(Camus et al. 2014; Cid et al. 2017; Perez et al. 2015; Rueda et al. 2018; Rueda et al. 

2017).  

SD methods can be classified into three different types: transfer functions, 

weather type (WT) approaches and stochastic weather generators (Giorgi et al., 2001). 

The most common SD methods based on transfer functions are those relying on 

regression-like techniques (Cagigal et al., 2020; Cid et al., 2017; Hegermiller et al., 

2017). On the other hand, “Weather typing” consists of reducing the large scale 

atmospheric circulation into a relatively small discrete number of representative states 

(Camus et al. 2014). Such states provide a flexible framework to explore physical 

processes and climate variability at different time scales. The WT classification can be 

both objective (Lamb, 1971) or based on automated algorithms (Camus et al. 2014). 

WTs have been widely used to investigate climate-related variability and future 

projections (Anderson et al., 2019; Cagigal et al., 2020; Camus et al., 2016; Costa et 

al., 2020; Izaguirre et al., 2012; Laugel et al., 2014; Lucio et al., 2020; Perez et al., 

2015; Rueda et al., 2017). 

2.3 Projections and emulators 

When dealing with future coastal planning, there are different alternatives to 

estimate hydrodynamic conditions. The most common is to project the different 

oceanographic variables based on GCMs (Cagigal et al., 2020; Camus et al., 2017; Cid 

et al., 2017, 2018; Perez et al., 2015). GCMs account for different scenarios of 

greenhouse gases emissions and are one of the most important sources of information 

to undertake studies related to climate change. Nevertheless, it is important to assess 

the performance of these models, as notable differences within models are found. For 

this purpose, Perez et al. (2014) proposed a methodology to evaluate the performance 
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of GCMs. The methodology relies on the comparison of WT probabilities from the 

hindcast and the different GCMs, and, by means of performance indices, it is possible 

to classify the GCMs performance to explain the past. The models better reproducing 

the climatology, will be the ones that are more reliable when describing future 

projections for the area, although there is no guarantee that a model capable to 

reproduce the past will also be able to provide reliable future predictions (Reichler & 

Kim, 2008). 

Since differences between models can be large, the use of ensembles is 

recommended in order to reduce the effects of individual GCMs (Perez et al., 2014). 

Still, large ensembles may smooth extremes (Cagigal et al., 2020) and are 

computationally expensive when used in conjunction with a dynamical downscaling 

method (Camus et al., 2017) . Nevertheless, univariate parameters can be obtained by 

means of statistical downscaling methods (Cagigal et al., 2020; Cid et al., 2017, 2018; 

Perez et al., 2015) reducing the computational effort dramatically.  

In recent years, the use of climate emulators has increased, providing an 

alternative method for obtaining hydrodynamic conditions under present climate or 

under different climate change scenarios. Climate emulators allow for the generation 

of infinitely long time series of conditions, that reproduce the historical behaviour and 

expand the past records to account for all the possible combinations of concurrent 

multivariate conditions needed to explore the extremes (Serafin & Ruggiero, 2014). 

There is a variety of different emulators presented in the literature developed to 

answer to general or specific problems and based on different principles (Anderson et 

al., 2019; Callaghan et al., 2008; Davidson et al., 2010; Lucio et al., 2020; Rueda et 

al., 2017). Callaghan et al. (2008), presented a methodology to emulate storm events 

that led to extreme beach erosion based on the join probability method. This method 

is adequate when only the effect of individual storms is of interest. The method of 

Borgman & Scheffner (1991) implemented in Davidson et al. (2010) synthetically 

reproduced time series of wave parameters based on a month-by-month, multivariate 

stationary method. The methodology preserves the univariate probability laws and the 

intercorrelations of the data sequencing, although interannual variability is not 
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resolved. More specifically, a series of wave emulators based on weather types have 

also been presented to deal with extremes of waves and storm surge (Rueda et al. 

2016), long term morphodynamics (Antolinez et al., 2016), wave spectra (Rueda et al. 

2017), coastal structures (Gouldby et al., 2014; Lucio et al., 2020) or coastal flooding 

potential (Anderson et al., 2019). In order to deal with the emulation of coastal hazards 

such as erosion for which the details of individual storms and their chronology is a key 

factor, it is relevant to develop an emulator that accounts for the enhancement and 

decay of bulk parameters representative of the multivariate wave climate. Those bulk 

parameters begin to be used for modelling coastal evolution (Montaño et al., 2020). 

Nevertheless, for environments where concurrent swells and seas are common, 

reproducing bulk parameters is not satisfactory and a more complex emulator of 

individual seas and swell trains is necessary. 

Furthermore, one of the added values of emulating waves is to find a link 

between the local predictand (e.g. waves or storm surge) with large scale climatic 

patterns as in Anderson et al. (2019). In this emulator, a link between local 

hydrodynamic components and large-scale oscillations (ENSO and MJO) is found, 

allowing to explore the atmospheric conditions responsible for the emulated waves 

and to analyse the effect of ENSO and the MJO on the variability at different time 

scales, which are known to have a large impact at the coast (Barnard et al., 2015).  

Also, emulators based on WTs are useful to predict changes driven by climate 

change by analysing how Global Climate Models (GCMs) will change the occurrence 

probability of each weather type in the future (Sheridan and Lee, 2010). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

3 Historical and Future Storm Surge around New Zealand: 
From the 19th century to the end of the 21st century 

 

 

 

Abstract 

We developed a new hindcast for storm surge at a 0.25? spatial scale for the 

whole New Zealand area using a statistical downscaling technique that links the mean 

local atmospheric conditions with the maximum storm surge levels at a daily scale. 

After validating the hindcast against sea level instrumental records from 17 tidal 

gauges around New Zealand, the same technique has been applied to obtain storm 

surge projections until 2,100 using different global climate models. The global cli- 

mate models have been previously classified according to their ability to reproduce the 

past climatology in the studied area and seven models have been selected in order to 

explore their effect on storm surge projections. For the two representative 

Concentration Pathways studied, the projections indicate that the storm surge 

associated with the 50 years return period will increase in magnitude in the Southern 

areas while it will decrease in the Northern region. Even where a decreasing linear 

trend over the annual maxima is observed in the future time series, sporadic events of 

higher magnitude than the historical peaks can be. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Storm surge is the rise of water level generated by wind and atmospheric 

pressure changes associated with tropical or extra-tropical storms, over and above the 

astronomical tide (AT).  Storm surge is one of the most critical components of coastal 

flooding and its magnitude has a large spatial variability. Flooding associated with 

storm surges is one of the most common natural hazard for coastal areas worldwide 

(Bell et al., 2000).  

In New Zealand, AT accounts for 96% of the coastal energy, while the 

overelevation associated to barometric pressure and wind effects, and the longer-term 

seasonal and interannual fluctuations account for the remaining 4% (Bell and Goring, 

1996). Although storm surge around New Zealand, reaching just 0.8m above mean sea 

level (Heath, 1979), is much lower than storm surge experienced in equatorial regions 

and high latitudes (Bell et al., 2000), it can still cause coastal flooding and exacerbate 

coastal erosion (Bell et al., 2000). For example, a flooding event that occurred in 1995 

in the Thames Region, when peak storm surge events overlapped high AT, entailed 

damages worth around 3-4 million dollars (Bell et al., 2000). 

 Even though there is information about 17 tidal gauges (TGs) around both New 

Zealand islands, the sparse spatial distributions and scarcity of long records, make it 

difficult to study both spatial and temporal surge variability. Consequently, little is 

known about the recurrence intervals of extreme sea-levels generated by storm surge 

in New Zealand (Bell et al., 2000), even though storm surge can make a large 

difference on the estimation of potential coastal hazards (Bell et al., 2000; Rueda et 

al., 2017). Furthermore, coastal management and planning usually require estimates 

of total water levels, particularly in terms of projections of future storm surge 

parameters under climate change. For this purpose, global climate models (GCMs), 

accounting for different scenarios of greenhouse gases emissions, are a valuable tool 

to estimate the effect of climate change and develop future storm surge projections. 

Long and reliable historical time series and future storm surge projections can 

be both generated by using numerical or statistical models. As the computational 

requirements to perform a dynamical downscaling would be too high, we will perform 
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a statistical downscaling (Laugel et al., 2014; Perez et al., 2015; Rueda et al., 2017). 

In the case of waves, statistical downscaling has been found to accurately reproduce 

wave climatology as good as dynamical projections (Laugel et al. 2014) even though 

predictions for extreme events might be sometimes less precise. Furthermore, 

statistical downscaling has also been successfully applied to reconstruct past storm 

surge around the globe from numerical model outputs (Cid et al., 2017a), and to 

reconstruct storm surge as measured by TGs (Cid et al,. 2017b; Dangendorf et al., 

2014). 

The purpose of this study is to create a New Zealand daily storm surge database 

comprised by both a global reconstruction of the storm surge since 1870 and 

projections until 2100 based on GCMs. To achieve this aim, following the 

methodology developed in Cid et al. (2017a), a statistical model is used to obtain the 

relationship between the storm surge  from the DAC (Dynamic Atmospheric 

Correction)database and the sea level pressure (SLP) fields from ERA-Interim (Dee et 

al., 2011). Once the model is validated, it is applied to both the 20th Century 

Reanalysis (20CR, Compo et al., 2011) to reconstruct the past storm surge, and to the 

future atmospheric sea level pressure fields from the different GCMs to obtain future 

projections. As the discrepancies between the storm surge magnitude that results for 

the different GCMs projections can be large, we compared the historical performance 

of the different models. The analysis, based on the methodology proposed in Perez et 

al. (2014), provides a deeper understanding of which models better reproduce the 

historical New Zealand climatology. 

The chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2, all the databases 

(atmospheric SLP fields, storm surge, TGs and GCMs) used to perform this study are 

presented. Section 3.3 explains the methodology followed to develop the statistical 

downscaling and the selection of the GCMs. The results for the statistical downscaling 

validation and the storm surge projections are presented in Section 3.4 and discussed 

in Section 3.5, while Section 3.6 summarizes the main conclusions and proposes future 

improvements. 
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3.2 Databases description 

3.2.1 Atmospheric data 

For the atmospheric forcing used in the statistical downscaling, we consider the 

SLP fields of ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) from the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), as these pressure fields are the forcing 

of the DAC storm surge database. The ERA-Interim reanalysis spans from 1979 to 

nearly present with a 0.75° spatial resolution and a 6 hourly time resolution. In this 

particular case, only the data covering the storm surge database period (1992-2014) is 

used to calibrate the statistical model.  

To reconstruct longer storm surge time series, we have used the SLP fields from 

the 20CR (Compo et al., 2011). These SLP fields are available every 6h with a spatial 

resolution of 2°, from 1871 to 2010. In order to have the same resolution as 20CR, and 

being able of performing meaningful comparisons, the original resolution of SLP from 

ERA-Interim has been matched to a 2° spatial resolution. 

The selection of GCMs for this study requires the comparison against historical 

conditions. For this purpose we used high-resolution SLP fields from 1979 to 2011, 

with a spatial resolution of 0.5° and hourly temporal resolution, from the global 

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al., 2010, 2014). These SLP fields 

have been shown to be adequate when defining representative synoptic patterns for 

GCMs classification (Perez et al., 2015) and have been successfully applied for 

weather types (WTs) classification in the New Zealand area (Rueda et al., 2018). 

SLP fields from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, 

Taylor et al. 2012) GCMs have been used to perform the storm surge projections and 

obtain relative changes. Data from the past (1975-2005) is needed to compare and 

select the most appropriate GCMs. Future data for representative concentration 

pathways (RCPs, Moss et al., 2010), which spans from 2010 to 2100, have been used 

to project future storm surge conditions. We have analysed the medium stabilization 

scenario (RCP4.5) and the very high emission scenario (RCP8.5) (van Vuuren et al. 

2011) for the first simulation of each GCM shown in Table 1. The data used were 
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obtained via the Earth System Grid-Center for Enabling Technologies 

(http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/).  

Table 1. Descriptions of the different CMIP5 Climate Models used in this study 

MODEL INSTITUTION COUNTRY 
RESOLUTION 

(lat x lon) 

ACCESS 1.0 CSIRO-BOM Australia 1.25° x 1.9° 

EC-EARTH EC-EARTH consortium Various 1.1° x 1.1° 

MRI-ESM1 Meteorological Research Institute Japan 1.1° x 1.1° 

MIROC5 MIROC Japan 1.4° x 1.4° 

CNRM-CM5 Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques France 1.4° x 1.4° 

MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute Japan 1.1° x 1.1° 

HadGEM2-ES Met Office Hadley Centre UK 1.25° x 1.9° 

HadGEM2-AO Met Office Hadley Centre UK 1.25° x 1.9° 

CanCM4 Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis Canada 2.8° x 2.8° 

HadGEM2-CC Met Office Hadley Centre UK 1.25° x 1.9° 

CMCC-CM 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti 
Climatici 

Italy 0.75° x 0.75° 

NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre Norway 1.9° x 2.5° 

CESM1 (CAM5) Community Earth System Model Contributors USA 0.94° x 1.25° 

HadCM3 Met Office Hadley Centre UK 2.5° x 3.75° 

GFDL-CM3 NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA 2° x 2.5° 

MPI-ESM-P Max-Planck-Institut fur Meteorologie Germany 1.9° x 1.9° 

GFDL-ESM2M NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA 2° x 2.5° 

MPI-ESM-LR Max-Planck-Institut fur Meteorologie Germany 1.9° x 1.9° 

BCC-CSM1.1 Beijing Climate Center China 2.8° x 2.8° 

CMCC-CMS 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti 
Climatici 

Italy 1.9° x 1.9° 

ACCESS1.3 CSIRO-BOM Australia 1.25° x 1.9° 

MPI-ESM-MR Max-Planck-Institut fur Meteorologie Germany 1.9° x 1.9° 

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 CSIRO-QCCCE Australia 1.9° x 1.9° 

MIROC-ESM MIROC Japan 2.8° x 2.8° 

BCC-CSM1.1(m) Beijing Climate Center China 1.12° x 1.12° 

CESM1 (BGC) Community Earth System Model Contributors USA 0.94° x 1.25° 

MIROC4h MIROC Japan 0.56° x 0.56° 

MIROC-ESM-
CHEM 

MIROC Japan 2.8° x 2.8° 

GFDL-ESM2G NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory USA 2° x 2.5° 

CCSM4 National Center for Atmospheric Research USA 0.94° x 1.25° 

INM-CM4 Institute for Numerical Mathematics Russia 1.5° x 2° 

IPSL-CM5B-LR Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace France 1.9° x 3.75° 

BNU-ESM College of Global Change and Earth System Science China 2.8° x 2.8° 

FGOALS-s2 LASG-CESS China 1.7° x 2.8° 

CESM1 
(FASTCHEM) 

Community Earth System Model Contributors USA 0.94° x 1.25° 

CMCC-CESM 
Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti 
Climatici 

Italy 3.71° x 3.75° 

IPSL-CM5A-MR Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace France 1.25° x 2.5° 

FGOALS-g2 LASG-CESS China 2.8° x 2.8° 

 

http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/
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3.2.2 Storm Surge data 

Due to the lack of spatially homogeneous instrumental records, the storm surge 

data are obtained from the DAC hindcast, which spans from September 1992 to 2014. 

This database, distributed by Aviso, a service set up by the National Centre for Space 

Studies (CNES) to archive and distribute data, has been produced by the CLS (Collecte 

Localisation Satellites) Space Oceanography Division using the MOG2D model from 

Legos (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/). This model is forced with pressure and wind 

fields (6 hours resolution) from the ECMWF reanalysis, ERA-Interim, and its outputs 

are provided on a regular grid of 0.25° x 0.25°. The DAC database is obtained using 

the high frequencies of the MOG2D barotropic model and the low frequencies of the 

inverse barometer (IB). Further information about the model performance and forcings 

can be found in (Carrère and Lyard 2003). 

Moreover, in order to validate the model performance with instrumental data, 17 

TGs have been used. TG data was provided by the New Zealand National Institute of 

Water and Atmospheric Research, NIWA. NIWA has partnered with other agencies 

and councils to contribute to a coordinated network of open-coast gauges around New 

Zealand (http://www.niwa.co.nz/our-services/online-services/sea-levels). TG 

residuals have also been provided, by subtracting the AT from the total sea surface 

height series. 

3.3 Methodology 

The methodology (Figure 3.1) requires three sources of data: atmospheric, 

instrumental, and historical storm surge data. First, we develop a relationship between 

atmospheric sea level pressure conditions and storm surge in order to reconstruct the 

time-series from 1870 to 2010. Then, the reconstructed time-series are validated with 

instrumental data around New Zealand. Once the linear regression model is fitted, a 

WT classification is performed and, by comparing the occurrence probability of the 

synoptic weather patterns both in the CFSR reanalysis and the GCMs historical period, 

we rank the GCMs and select the ones to use.  

http://www.niwa.co.nz/our-services/online-services/sea-levels
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Figure 3.1 General methodology leading to storm surge hindcast and projections. The 

dashed boxes highlight the hindcast procedure and statistical downscaling fitting and 

validation (left) and the selection of GCMs and projections (right). 

3.3.1 Storm surge past reconstruction 

To reconstruct the storm surge from 1870, we use a statistical model that links 

the local atmospheric conditions (predictor) with the storm surge levels (predictand). 

We obtained the statistical relationship between the daily mean atmospheric sea level 

pressure conditions from ERA-Interim and the daily maximum surge levels from DAC 

for the common period of time, which is September 1992 to December 2014. 

Although storm surge is triggered by both surface wind and SLP fields, only data 

from SLP is used in this work, as in GCMs, sea wind fields are not reproduced as well 

as sea level pressure fields (Wang et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to have an estimator 

of the wind, we also take into account SLP gradients in the analysis, as the geostrophic 

wind speed is proportional to the square of those gradients (Knaff & Zehr, 2007).  

The ERA-Interim predictor, specific for each predictand point, has a square 

spatial coverage of 4° x 4° enclosing the target point at 2° resolution. It follows that 

the predictor has 18 components (9 SLP and 9 square SLP gradients). In order to have 

homogeneous predictors, the same procedure to construct the predictor is performed 

with the 20CR SLP fields for the storm surge reconstruction. Even though the 2° 

resolution of this predictor is sufficient to represent storm surge variability at a global 

scale (Cid et al., 2017a), in our aim to increase the output resolution around New 

Zealand to 0.25°, we have maintained the predictand (DAC) original resolution (0.25°) 
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and used the same predictor for 64 predictand points (number of points at a 0.25° 

resolution that fall inside a 2° x 2° area centred at the predictor location).  

Once the predictor and predictand are defined, we fit a multivariate regression 

model (Camus et al., 2014a) between daily maximum storm surge levels from the DAC 

database and the principal components (PCs) of the predictor, from ERA-Interim. The 

principal component analysis (PCA) is needed in order to identify dominant variability 

patterns and reduce the dimensionality while preserving the maximum variance. This 

procedure projects the data on a new space defined by the eigenvectors (empirical 

orthogonal functions, EOFs). Once the PCs are evaluated, we consider the ones that 

explain 95% of the variance fitting a multivariate regression model. Moreover, a leave-

one-out-cross-validation process is used to select only the PCs that achieve a statistical 

improvement in the results. This process fits the regression 22 times (number of years 

from 1993 to 2014) for all years except one, which is used to validate the 

reconstruction. Once we have the most important PCs, we perform the fitting as in 

Equation 3.1, where n is the number of PCs and varies throughout the domain. Then, 

we obtain the coefficients ai, b1,i, . . . , bn,i. 

𝑺𝒖𝒓𝒈𝒆 (𝒙𝒊, 𝒕) =  𝒂𝒊 +  𝒃𝟏,𝒊 × 𝑷𝑪(𝟏)(𝒙𝒊, 𝒕) +  𝒃𝟐,𝒊 × 𝑷𝑪(𝟐)(𝒙𝒊, 𝒕) + ⋯

+  𝒃𝒏,𝒊 × 𝑷𝑪(𝒏)(𝒙𝒊, 𝒕)          (3.1) 

To perform the reconstruction for the 20CR period, we need to project the SLP 

and gradients from 20CR into the EOFs of ERA-Interim to obtain the PCs for the 20CR 

predictor. As we know that ERA-Interim and 20CR are not identical databases and 

have different biases, a previous comparison between the projected PCs was carried 

out for some locations (not shown), giving a good agreement between the 2 databases. 

Then, the storm surge series can be directly reconstructed using the coefficients 

obtained fitting the multivariate regression model. 

3.3.2 Storm surge future projections 

As GCMs are one of the most important sources of information to undertake 

studies related to global climate change, we need to assess the performance of these 

models in order to choose the ones that better reproduce the climatology of our area of 
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study and minimize the uncertainties. The classification of the best GCMs for the New 

Zealand area has been obtained by following the methodology shown in Perez et al. 

(2014). The methodology starts with an automated WT classification for which we 

need to define a predictor area and clustering technique.  

The predictor is constructed with CFSR SLP fields and square SLP gradients 

during the period from 1979 to 2013 regridded to a 1° x 1° resolution, in order to be 

compared with the GCMs coarser resolutions. The predictor area defined for the 

classification is the one shown in Figure 3.2 enclosing both New Zealand islands from 

164°E to 180°E and from 32°S to 50°S.  

The WT classification as described in Camus et al. (2014b) applies a PCA to the 

predictor as a first step to reduce the dimensionality. After selecting the components 

that explain 95% of the variance into this new PC-space, the predictor is classified into 

49 groups using a K-means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967). The number of groups is a 

compromise between the amount of data per group and a number of groups that is large 

enough to describe the different climatologies. The 49 WTs are represented by the 

centroid and formed by the most similar predictor fields, minimizing the overall 

within-cluster distance. The SLP centroids of those WTs are shown in the left panel of 

Figure 3.2, arranged in a way where similar WTs are plotted together. Low pressure 

centres can be found on the upper right side of the figure, while high pressures are 

mostly on the lower right part. On the right panel of the figure, we show the mean 

storm surge field from DAC associated to each WT. The direct relationship between 

the SLP fields and the storm surge can be appreciated, showing positive storm surge 

associated with low pressure fields. 
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Figure 3.2 Representation of the SLP fields associated to the 49 WTs in millibars (left panel) 

and its associated mean storm surge fields in meters (right panel) 

The GCMs classification methodology is based on the study of these WTs and 

analyses both the mean climatologies and the interannual variability over the historical 

period (1979-2004), comparing the GCMs with the CFSR database. We have analysed 

the first run of the 38 climate models shown in Table 1. For this purpose, the GCMs 

databases are projected into the 49 WTs and their relative frequencies are estimated. 

The performance indices used are the ones defined in (Perez et al., 2014) where the 

Scatter Index (SI) corresponds to the root mean square error (RMSE) normalized by 

the mean frequency and the relative entropy (RE) is a log-Euclidean distance.  

Once the GCMs are ranked, the projected storm surge series are calculated for 

some selected GCMs following the same procedure as in the reconstruction of 20CR, 

projecting the GCMs PCs into the EOFs of ERA-Interim, and using the fitting 

coefficients to compute the time-series. Then, to assess the changes on the storm surge 

around New Zealand, the 50 years return period has been calculated by fitting annual 

maxima to a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution and then obtaining the 

storm surge value for the 0.98 probability associated with the 50 years return period. 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Reconstructed storm surge time series from 1871 and statistical 
model validation. 

Following the statistical downscaling technique explained in the previous 

section, we have developed a storm surge database around New Zealand, with a 

horizontal resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° using the SLP fields from 20CR. In order to have 

an estimation of the reconstructed series quality, they have been compared with 

instrumental measurements from the 17 TGs around New Zealand. The closest grid 

point to each TG has been selected for comparison. Figure 3.3 shows the comparison 

for four locations corresponding to the TGs of Tararu, Kapiti Island, Charleston and 

Kaikoura.  

 

Figure 3.3 Location of TGs (left map). Middle panels: storm surge time series comparison at 
the 4 named locations defined on the left map. White dots correspond to the location of the 

17 TGs. Red line corresponds to the statistical reconstruction of storm surge daily maximum 
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while black line corresponds to the daily maximum values from the TGs. Right panels 

represent the scatter plots of TGs data versus reconstructed storm surge in the 4 locations 

The quality of the model fitting for all the TGs is assessed and shown in Figure 

3.4 where the performance for both the reanalysis data from DAC (dots) and the 20CR 

storm surge reconstructed series (squares) is compared with TGs measurements. As 

can be seen, all the correlation coefficients are above 0.6 except for the two TGs 

located at the north, which correspond to TGs with less than a year of data. Low errors 

can also be found analysing the results for the RMSE all around New Zealand with a 

mean error of less than 7cm.  

When comparing the correlation coefficients or the RMSE at any TGs location 

for the DAC reanalysis (dots) and the reconstruction (squares), we can observe only 

small differences (mean RMSE differences of 0.4cm, mean correlation differences of 

0.03), which demonstrates the good quality of the fitting and highlights the minor 

deficiencies of the DAC reanalysis at reproducing the storm surge at some locations. 

Maximum storm surge values are in some cases underestimated possibly due to the 

lack of well reproduced tropical cyclones in the DAC database, as this database is 

forced with ERA-Interim reanalysis which assimilates information on tropical 

cyclones, but the pressure fields associated are too big compared with the real records 

given by the International Best Track Achieve for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) 

database (Hodges et al., 2017). 
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Figure 3.4 Performance of the statistical downscaling technique at the 17 TGs analysed 

around New Zealand. Left figure represents Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) while right 
figure represents root mean square errors. Dots correspond to the comparison with DAC 

while squares correspond to the comparison with the reconstructed series using 20CR. 

 

3.4.2 Projected storm surge and relative changes 

The results of the GCMs ranking are summarized in Figure 3.5, in which all the 

models analysed are sorted out by performance, where the lowest relationship of the 

RE/SI means the best performance and the black dot corresponds to the mean RE. The 

model that best reproduces the climatology in the New Zealand area is the ACCESS1.0 

developed by a partnership between the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 

Research Organization (CSIRO) and the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) from 

Australia (Bi et al., 2013).  The second best model is EC-EARTH, developed by a 

consortium of 11 European countries (Hazeleger et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3.5 GCMs from CMIP5 sorted out by performance, where lower Relative Entropy 

(RE)/ Scatter Index (SI) means higher performance. Black dots represent mean RE. 

As differences between models can be large, even using a classification 

technique, the use of ensembles is recommended in order to reduce the effects of 

individual GCMs (Perez et al., 2014). Therefore, we are following two different 

approaches. The first is to choose the ensemble of the first two rated GCMs 

(ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH) while the second one is to choose the ensemble of 7 

widely used GCMs in order to explore the variability and emphasize the importance 

of the GCMs selection. The 7 models are ACCESS1.0, EC-EARTH, MIROC5, GFDL-

ESM2M, BCC-CSM1.1, CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 and INM-CM4.  

The probabilities of the 2 approaches ensemble for the 49 WTs and the 

comparison with historical probabilities are shown in Figure 3.6. The upper part of the 
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figure corresponds to the ensemble of ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH while the bottom 

figures correspond to the 7 GCMs ensemble. The behaviour of both ensembles (middle 

panels) is quite accurate when compared with the CFSR reanalysis (left panels) as 

differences in WT probabilities are always lower than 2% (right panels). Although 

both approaches lead to small differences, the one accounting for the 7 GCMs 

ensemble (right-lower panel) tends to produce larger over- and under-estimations and 

underestimations on the WT probabilities than the first approach (right-upper panel). 

 

Figure 3.6 Relative frequencies of weather types during the control period 1979-2004 for 

reanalysis (left), the ensemble of ACCESS1.1 and EC-EARTH and the differences with 
reanalysis (middle-top and right-top) and the 7 GCMs ensemble and the differences with 

reanalysis (middle-bottom and right-bottom) 

While maintaining the same spatial resolution as in the reconstructed series, we 

have developed a 0.25°x 0.25° horizontal resolution storm surge database (covered 

area represented in Figure 3.8) for the 7 GCMs analysed which span until 2100 

accounting for both the RCP4.5 and the RCP8.5 greenhouse emission scenarios. As an 

example, Figure 3.7 presents the time series for ACCESS1.0 for the RCP8.5 scenario 

at three different locations: Tairua (top), Invercargill (middle) and Steward Island 
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(bottom). Dots correspond to the annual maxima from 1979 to 2100 while the line 

corresponds to the linear fitting of those maxima and shows three different behaviours, 

as the fit in the first location suggests a decrease of the storm surge in the future, while 

the second location will not experience any change and the third one will face an 

increase. Of relevance, from both a scientific and a management perspective, is that 

even in Tairua where a decreasing linear trend is observed for the ACCESS1.0 

reconstruction from 1979-2100, new storm surge maxima larger than any available 

past observation are expected to occur in the future. 

 

Figure 3.7 Historical and projected storm surge at Tairua (top), Invercargill (middle) and 

Steward Island (bottom), in meters, for the ACCESS1.0 model from 1975 to 2100. Red dots 

correspond to the annual maximum while blue line corresponds to their linear fit. 
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In order to have a better understanding of the future storm surge conditions 

around the New Zealand region, the 50-yr return level has been estimated for the 2070-

2100 period and for both RCP scenarios.  The results are compared to the 50-yr return 

level baseline (1975-2004) and the obtained differences are shown in Figure 3.8, with 

a smoothing of 1° in order to avoid abrupt transitions due to the 2° grid predictor. The 

upper part corresponds to the ensemble of ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH while the 

bottom part corresponds to the second approach accounting for the ensemble of the 7 

models, where black dots indicate agreement on the sign of change for at least 5 out 

of the 7 GCMs.  

The behaviour of both approaches is similar, as an increasing storm surge will 

only occur in the South Island, while the predominant pattern leads to a storm surge 

projected reduction on most parts of the New Zealand coast. Changes calculated using 

the ensemble ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH are greater in magnitude, reaching values 

of almost 10 cm for both reductions and increases at some locations while the 7 models 

ensemble achieve maximum values of just 6cm due to the smoothing of a larger 

ensemble. Furthermore, the west coast of the South Island is expected to face an 

increase in the storm surge if the 2 top ranked GCMs are taken into account, but when 

taking into account the 7 member ensemble, the sign of change will be the opposite. 

In Figure 3.8, big dots located at the TG locations show the results following the 

same methodology using the data from the TGs as the predictand instead of using the 

DAC time-series for fitting the multilinear regression model. For this purpose, TGs 

with more than 1 year of data have been selected. At most locations results agree with 

the procedure using DAC reanalysis, although some discrepancies occur with the sign 

of change at the ensemble ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH for RCP8.5 possibly due to 

the sensitivity of this method to the TGs record length. 
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Figure 3.8 Changes in the 50 years return period storm surge, for two different scenarios 

(RCP4.5 left and RCP8.5 right) based on the ensemble of ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH (top) 
and on the 7 models analysed ensemble (bottom). Changes correspond to the time period 

2070-2100 towards the reference period 1975-2004. Small black dots indicate agreement on 
the sign of change of more than 5/7 of the models analysed. Big dots located at the TGs 

locations show the results using only instrumental data 

3.5 Discussion 

A statistical approach has been used to determine the daily relationship between 

the mean SLP fields from ERA-Interim and the maximum storm surge from DAC in 

order to reconstruct the storm surge series for a hindcast period from 1871 and 

projections until 2100 at a 0.25° resolution. The hindcast based on ERA-20CR 

reanalysis has been successfully validated against instrumental data with correlation 

coefficients above 0.6 at most of the locations and an average of root mean square 
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errors of about 7 cm. These low errors have been found to be mostly due to the DAC 

limitations in accurately reproducing the storm surge. Moreover, maximum values are 

sometimes underestimated as the methodology relies on a linear fitting and DAC is 

forced with ERA-Interim that does not accurately reproduce tropical cyclones.  

To obtain the storm surge projections, one of the most complicated decisions 

when dealing with the future projections is the choice of the most appropriate GCM to 

use, as the results in the storm surge projections could be completely opposite when 

using a random GCM or a random ensemble. To address this problem, a WTs ranking 

technique has been used to classify the GCMs that better reproduce the climatology in 

New Zealand. Our analysis indicates that ACCESS1.0 and EC-EARTH are the most 

accurate at reproducing the past conditions, so our confidence on their future 

projections will be higher than for any other model. Nevertheless, there is no absolute 

guarantee that a good model performance in the past will give reliable future 

predictions (Reichler & Kim, 2008). . Other studies following different selection 

techniques have been developed for this region. In the study by Moise et al. (2015) 

analysing mean climatologies and precipitations around  Australia, ACCESS1.0 was 

found to be the top scoring model for the full region followed by BCC-CSM1.1 and 

EC-EARTH. Gibson et al. (2016b) also found ACCESS1.0 to be the best model over 

the Australian region, using a synoptic system based on self-organizing maps, although 

MIRO-C5 was found to be the best using a similar technique in the New Zealand area 

(Gibson et al., 2016a). 

Then, following the same procedure and resolution as in the hindcast, projections 

for two different greenhouse concentration scenarios and 7 different GCMs have been 

developed. This allows to make robust ensemble projections and to explore the 

variability among different GCMs. Given that the methodology is the same as for the 

reconstruction of the past, it is likely that, as a result of poorly captured tropical 

cyclones and of the simplified linear fit, the same underestimation found for 20CRwill 

occur in the projections. When analysing the magnitude of the 50 years return period 

change ensemble, a storm surge increase can be appreciated in the south-west, while 

the north-east area will experience a reduction. This analysis assumes that the 
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relationship found between the storm surge and the atmospheric conditions holds in 

time and will be the same in the future.  

Even though storm surge projections studies are limited, the same dipole 

between islands was found in previous analysis on wave global projections (Camus et 

al., 2017; Hemer et al., 2013; Semedo et al., 2013), leading to a storm surge decrease 

in the north island while an increase in storm surge is predicted in the south island. In 

the analysis developed at the Port of Tauranga, Bell et al. (2000), they found a 

reduction in the frequency and magnitude of the storm surge since 1976 which is 

consistent with the sign of change predicted by our study.  

Finally, even though the hindcast database covers a period from 1871 to 2010, 

when analysing the reconstructed series (not shown), we observed a sharp change in 

the storm surge behaviour in the middle of the 20th century due to inhomogeneities 

that are present in the atmospheric reanalysis (Krueger et al., 2013; Rueda et al., 2018). 

Most likely, the inhomogeneities are caused by the limited number of observations 

assimilated into 20CR (Krueger et al., 2013). This is particularly evident for the 

Southern Hemisphere where there was a strong increase in the number of stations only 

after 1960 (Compo et al., 2011). For these reasons, we should consider as reliable only 

the storm surge calculated after the second half of the twentieth century. 

3.6 Conclusions 

We developed a new storm surge database for the New Zealand area based on 

the statistical relationship between sea level pressure fields and DAC reanalysis. The 

reconstructed storm surge using 20CR since 1871 has been favourably validated 

against tidal records at 17 locations around New Zealand.  The validated methodology 

has been implemented to obtain the projections until 2100 for the 7 different GCMs 

selected accordingly to a WTs ranking technique. Different ensembles have been 

presented in order to explore the variability and to highlight the importance of the 

GCM choice when dealing with projections. Results from a new extreme projections 

analysis suggest that the 50 years return period storm surge will increase in the south 

area of New Zealand while a decrease will be experienced in the north for both 
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greenhouse concentration levels studied. Furthermore, new extreme storm surges may 

be experienced around New Zealand in the future. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

4 A multivariate, stochastic, climate-based emulator for 
shoreline change modelling  

 

 

Abstract 

Coastal hazards often result from the combination of different simultaneous 

oceanographic processes that occur at multiple spatial and temporal scales. To predict 

coastal flooding and erosion, it is necessary to accurately represent hydrodynamic 

conditions. For this reason, here we present a stochastic, climate-based wave emulator 

that provides the hydrodynamic conditions needed for these predictions. The emulator 

can generate an infinitely long data series maintaining its statistical properties at 

different time scales, from intra-storm to inter-annual variability, and its link to large 

scale climate patterns. The proposed methodology relies on the use of weather types 

and an autoregressive logistic regression model forced with different variables to 

simulate daily scale chronology. Considering the dependencies of wave conditions to 

the different weather types, the intra-storm chronology is solved by means of shuffling 

and stretching historical wave sequences. To demonstrate the replicability of this 

emulator worldwide, we have applied the model to 3 different locations and found 

good agreement when compared to the historical data. Furthermore, to illustrate and 

explain the strengths and limitations of the emulator, we present a different application 

for each of the different locations. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Weather-related coastal hazards (e.g., flooding and erosion) result from the 

combination of large-scale oceanographic processes (e.g., storm surge, waves, and 

tides). Despite large variability associated with local effects, extreme damage can 

occur after a sequence of consecutive events (e.g., clusters of extratropical storms) or 

isolated events (e.g., tropical cyclones). These events are the consequence of different 

environmental processes that act at a range of different spatial and temporal scales 

making it necessary to analyse the multivariate nature of the problem and the 

dependence between variables (Leonard et al., 2014). 

Hydrodynamic conditions need to be accurately represented to predict flooding 

and coastal evolution at intermediate scales (order of decades). From a statistical point 

of view, time-series of hydrodynamic variables should be long enough to explore all 

sources of variability, and perform a robust and reliable analysis (Serafin & Ruggiero, 

2014). Furthermore, chronology is a key factor when trying to predict coastal hazards 

such as shoreline erosion, since different storm sequencing with the same magnitude 

can result in very different erosion or accretion (e.g., Coco et al., 2014) and even lead 

to multi-hazards (Godoi et al., 2017). For these reasons, the development of an 

emulator capable of estimating reliable time series for different wave climates is 

appropriate when trying to reduce uncertainty of predictions (Wahl et al., 2012). 

Moreover, the difficulty of developing reliable future projections leads to the use of 

wave ensembles as the most reliable approach to improve the range of potential 

evolutions and to estimate the prediction uncertainty (Vitousek et al., 2017, 2021). An 

international workshop on shoreline prediction (Shoreshop, Montaño et al., 2020) held 

in New Zealand in June 2018 identified the generation of synthetic time series as a key 

step to overcoming the difficulty of projecting long-term shoreline evolution. 

Different statistical emulators of wave climate already exist in the literature. 

Davidson et al. (2010) uses the method of Borgman & Scheffner (1991) based on a 

month-by-month, multivariate stationary simulation to synthetically reproduce 1000 

time series of wave parameters to forecast seasonal to multi-year shoreline change. In 

Callaghan et al. (2008) a joint probability method is developed to simulate extreme 
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beach erosion. Statistical downscaling based on weather types (WT) provides a 

different flexible framework capable of assessing seasonal to interannual variability 

(Guanche et al., 2013). This WT framework allows to split the atmospheric circulation 

into a number of synoptic patterns (i.e., WTs). Climate based emulators have been 

previously used to assess extremes of waves and storm surge  (Rueda et al., 2016), 

coastal flooding potential (Anderson et al., 2019), wave spectra (Rueda et al., 2017) 

and long-term morphodynamics (Antolínez et al., 2016).. Furthermore, WT-based 

emulators are also useful to predict climate-driven changes in different variables under 

various scenarios of climate change by analysing how Global Climate Models (GCMs) 

affect occurrence of WTs in the future (Camus et al., 2017; Perez et al., 2015; Sheridan 

& Lee, 2010).  

Nevertheless, most of the emulators presented above have different limitations 

when computing long-term erosion and flooding. Some of them focus on reproducing 

only the conditions of extreme storms, and not on producing  continuous wave time 

series (Antolínez et al., 2016; Callaghan et al., 2008). Others emulate waves at a daily 

scale (Rueda et al., 2016), not taking into account the shape of a continuous storm 

longer than a day, which is relevant when trying to synthetically reproduce the erosion 

produced by an individual event. Furthermore, only the emulator from Anderson et al. 

(2019) links the emulated time series to larger scale climatic patterns (i.e. El Niño 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO)), which is essential 

to analyse the precursors of large erosion or flooding events predicted from synthetic 

wave series since large scale climatic patterns can have large impact at the coast 

(Barnard et al., 2015).  

 The main objective of this work is therefore, to develop a climate-based 

emulator capable of generating infinitely long time series of the wave conditions 

needed to drive shoreline evolution models, enabling modellers to assess long-term 

evolution in a probabilistic way. The new climate-based emulator relies on the use of 

WTs, and accounts for not only the historical intra-seasonal, seasonal, and interannual 

scales but also realistic intra-storm chronology, which has not yet been achieved by 

any of the previous works described above. The emulator considers the dependencies 
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of wave climate from sea level pressure fields at different timescales and solves the 

intra-storm chronology by means of shuffling and stretching observations of historical 

wave sequences. To demonstrate some of the capabilities of the waves emulator in the 

context of shoreline evolution, the proposed methodology has been applied and tested 

at 3 locations (Figure 4.1): a) Imperial Beach (USA), b) Tairua Beach (New Zealand) 

and c) Laredo Beach (Spain). These locations have been chosen as examples of global 

applicability of the methodology and also because of the availability of wave and storm 

surge observations. To enhance the capabilities of the emulator for other applications 

such as coastal flooding, where storm surge might be a key element (Rueda et al., 

2017), the methodology is explained including this additional variable. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the information of the 

different databases used. Section 4.3 describes the methodology followed to develop 

the emulator. Section 4.4 presents the results of the method and some shoreline 

applications utilizing the multivariate time series generated at the 4.3 locations. 

Discussion and conclusions are presented in sections 4.5 and 4.6.  
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Figure 4.1 Wave generation areas for the 3 study sites a) Imperial Beach (USA), b) Tairua, 

(NZ) and c) Laredo (Spain). Dotted lines correspond to 1-day travel time isochrones while 

thick lines correspond to 3 days travel time.   

4.2 Databases 

This section summarizes the different datasets used to reproduce the climate-

based emulator at the three different locations. Subsection 2.1 introduces the databases 

employed to characterize the large-scale climate patterns, which are the same for the 

3 different locations. Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 present the wave and storm surge 

databases at each of the study sites.  
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4.2.1 Atmospheric data 

Sea level pressure (SLP) fields from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis, 

CFSR, (Saha et al., 2010) are used to define the weather patterns at both annual and 

daily scales. The reanalysis spans from 1979 to present at 0.5° spatial resolution and 

hourly temporal resolution. The data have been subsampled to daily values and 2° 

spatial resolution for consistency with global climate models (GCMs) (Rueda et al., 

2018), as the methodology presented here could also be adapted and used under 

climate change scenarios. 

In addition to the SLP fields we have also used the MJO index (Wheeler & 

Hendon, 2004), which provides information at a daily scale since 1975. The MJO is 

an intra-seasonal oscillation  characterized by large-scale convective anomalies that 

propagate around the equator with a 30 to 60 days period (Madden & Julian, 1972). 

MJO is the dominant mode of intraseasonal variability in the tropics (Dee et al., 2011) 

and influences tropical cyclone generation and intensity (Liebmann et al., 1994; 

Maloney & Hartmann, 2000), the development on El Niño Southern Oscillation events 

(Kessler & Kleeman, 2000), and extratropical weather (Cassou, 2008). 

4.2.2 Wave data 

The wave data are characterized at the three locations using significant wave 

height (Hs), mean period (Tm), and direction (Dir). The wave data used for Imperial 

Beach come from a wave buoy close to the coast at 32.56955°N and 117.16915°W at 

21-m depth. This station has an hourly temporal resolution and the record spans from 

2000 to 2016. In the case of Tairua, waves at 36.988°S and 175.864°E at 10-m depth 

were provided by a dynamically downscaled hindcast by means of the hydrodynamic 

model SWAN and a larger scale Wavewatch III hindcast. The waves have a 3-hourly 

temporal resolution and span from 1979 to 2017. For our third location, Laredo, the 

wave data are from a hybrid wave hindcast (Camus et al., 2013) located at 43.4275°N 

and 3.42627°W at 8.4-m water depth. While this record, with hourly temporal 

resolution,  spans from 1948 to 2015, we only use data from 1979 to match the 
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atmospheric data. In all three locations, the methodology has been tested for a period 

of time matching the wave data, which is the more restrictive database. 

4.2.3 Storm Surge data 

The water level data used for the Imperial Beach storm surge are obtained from 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration tide gauge 9410230 located at 

the pier in La Jolla, California. The levels were then separated into the different 

components following the methodology developed by Serafin & Ruggiero (2014) 

where the water level (WL) signal is split into a mean sea level component, 𝜂𝑀𝑆𝐿, the 

deterministic astronomical tide, 𝜂𝐴, the monthly mean sea level anomaly, 𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐿𝐴, an 

intra-annual seasonal variation, 𝜂𝑆𝐸 and the storm surge, 𝜂𝑆𝑆.  

𝑊𝐿 = 𝜂𝑀𝑆𝐿 + 𝜂𝐴 +  𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐿𝐴 + 𝜂𝑆𝐸 + 𝜂𝑆𝑆                (4.1)   

For Tairua, the storm surge is obtained from the Dynamic Atmospheric 

Correction (DAC) reanalysis produced by CLS Space Oceanography Division and 

distributed by Aviso (Carrère & Lyard, 2003). The outputs of this model span from 

1992 to 2014 and are provided at a 6h temporal resolution on a regular grid of 0.25° x 

0.25°. This reanalysis uses the MOG2D barotropic model from Legos and it is forced 

by pressure and winds from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF).  

In Laredo, the storm surge data are obtained from the Global Ocean Surge 

(GOS) reanalysis (Cid et al., 2014) which has an hourly temporal resolution and 

0.125° spatial resolution. This reanalysis uses the Regional Ocean Model System 

(ROMS) of Rutgers University to develop the time-series in the Southern Europe area. 

4.3 Methodology 

The climate emulator developed in this work aims to initially predict realistic 

sequences of Daily WTs (DWTs) based on large-scale SLP fields and to use such 

sequences to predict the parameters needed to drive coastal hazards models. While the 

figures demonstrating the methodology within this section correspond to Imperial 

Beach, similar agreement between historical and simulated conditions was found for 
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each of the other study sites analysed. The general methodology proposed, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2, is composed of the four different steps explained in detail in 

the following sections:  

- DWT classification (section 3.1) 

- Chronology model used to develop the synthetic time series of DWTs 

(section 3.2)  

- Stretching method of the intra-storm characteristics (section 3.3)  

- Monte Carlo shuffling-based simulation (section 3.4).  

In order to show which components of the methodology were previously 

proposed by other authors and which are the original contributions of this work, the 

components have been differentiated in colours in Figure 4.2. Grey corresponds to the 

previously developed work while purple is the new part of the methodology proposed 

in this chapter. Panel a) (weather type classification) was proposed in Camus et al. 

(2014) and later improved in Camus et al. (2016) and Hegermiller et al. (2017). The 

chronology model (Panel b) is based on the approach proposed in Anderson et al. 

(2019), although a new methodology for obtaining the annual predictor has been 

developed, leading to new realizations of DWT chronologies. Panels c) and d) 

(stretching and shuffling) are novel work and the main contributions to the proposed 

wave-climate emulator. These approaches focus on solving the intra-storm chronology 

which is essential for driving shoreline models.  
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Figure 4.2 General methodology leading to synthetic time series of wave and storm surge 

parameters. a) Methodology leading to the Daily Weather Types Classification. b) 

Autoregressive logistic regression model that drives chronology at a daily scale. c) 
Obtention of wave height and period stretching parameters. d) Monte Carlo Shuffling-Based 

Simulation of wave and storm surge parameters. 

4.3.1 Weather type classification 

There are several different methodologies available to develop DWT 

classifications. These can either be subjective (Lamb, 1971) or based on automated 

algorithms (Camus et al., 2014) which is the approach adopted in this study. For this 

purpose, we need to define a predictor area and a clustering technique. Since swell 

energy can propagate for thousands of kilometres over several days (Snodgrass et al., 

1966), the predictor area (Figure 4.1) is defined for each location following the 

ESTELA (Evaluation of Source and Travel-time of wave Energy reaching a Local 
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Area) method (Pérez et al., 2014) which evaluates the sources and mean travel time of 

the wave energy reaching a given location using the directional wave spectra from the 

global IFREMER wave hindcast (Rascle & Ardhuin, 2013).  This predictor has been 

demonstrated to capture not only wave but also storm surge variability over different 

temporal scales (Rueda et al., 2018). 

For the WT classification, as described in Camus et al. (2014), a Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to  SLP fields and SLP gradients inside the area 

defined by the ESTELA method to obtain the temporal coefficients (PCs) associated 

with the dominant spatial variability patterns (EOFs). To include the travel time of 

swell waves, the SLP fields and their gradients are modified dependent on the 

isochrones of the average travel time, following Hegermiller et al. (2017), as: 

𝑃𝑡,𝑥,𝑦 = {… , 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑡−𝑖,𝛺𝑖
, 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐺𝑡−𝑖,𝛺𝑖

… }      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑝         (4.2) 

where 𝛺𝑖 represents the spatial domain between isochrones (𝑖 − 1) and (𝑖), and 

𝑝 is the number of isochrones of the furthest wave generation area. In order to reduce 

dimensionality and preserve the maximum amount of variance, the PCA modes 

explaining 95% of the total variance are selected as the predictor for the automated 

classification.  

The clustering technique chosen for the classification is a regression guided K-

means which has already been shown to improve the downscaling of storm surge and 

waves based on WTs (Camus et al., 2016; Cannon, 2012). The classification is 

performed on a dataset (Z) which concatenates the weighted PCA predictor(X) with 

the prediction estimations (�̂�) from a linear regression model between predictand (Y), 

constructed with the wave parameters (i.e. Hs, Tm and Dir), and predictor (X): 

𝑍 = [(1−∝) ∙ 𝑋; ∝ ∙  �̂� ]                  (4.3) 

where ∝, in this case equal to 0.3, is a factor which varies from 0 to 1, meaning 

0 unsupervised classifications and 1 fully supervised classification. The K-means 

algorithm (Hastie et al., 2001) is applied to the dataset to obtain a number of clusters 

(36) that must be a compromise between the number of data per cluster (~100 days) 

and a number large enough to describe the range of different climatologies (i.e., WTs). 

This is because at a later stage, the number of data per cluster will condition the fitting 
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of the distributions relative to the wave parameter. The emulator methodology 

proposed in this work, could ultimately be adapted to any number of clusters as those 

would depend on the local variability of different climatologies worldwide, and based 

on the user criteria. The 36 clusters (DWTs) are represented in Figure 4.3 by the sea-

level pressure anomaly centroid using the data for which the centroid is the closest, 

minimizing the within-cluster distance. The seasonal probability of DWT occurrence, 

where DFJ corresponds to December-January-February, MAM to March-April-May, 

JJA to June-July-August and SON to September-October-November, is presented in 

the lower panel of Figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3 The 36 WTs for Imperial Beach represented by their pressure anomalies (top) 

where each landmass colour corresponds to a different DWT (the same colour scale will be 

used in the remainder of the manuscript). Seasonal probability of DWT occurrence (bottom). 

4.3.2 Chronology model 

The simulation of realistic synthetic DWT sequences is a key issue for assessing 

the chronology of coastal hazard events such as flooding or erosion, where the time 
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interval and severity between storms can amplify a negative outcome. The chronology 

model must be able to capture the probability of occurrence of the DWTs, the 

persistence, the transition probabilities, and the intra-seasonal to interannual 

variability.  

For this purpose, and following Anderson et al. (2019), an autoregressive logistic 

regression (ALR) model is implemented over the DWTs. The ALR model allows the 

simulation of synthetic sequences of DWTs accounting for different covariates such 

as seasonality, additional predictors, and autoregressive or Markov terms. ALR models 

are also capable of simultaneously dealing with covariates that vary at different time 

scales considering the autocorrelation between them. Further information on the model 

foundations and the implementation of covariates can be found in Guanche et al. 

(2014). To reproduce the wave climate at different timescales, the model is forced with 

the first three principal components of an annual predictor (explained in detail in 

section 3.2.1, and explaining the interannual variability), the seasonality, the two 

principal components of an intra-seasonal predictor based on the MJO (explained in 

detail in section 3.2.2), and a third order Markov chain.  In mathematical terms, the 

model is represented as: 

Prob(𝑌𝑡 = 𝑖|𝑌𝑡−1, … , 𝑌𝑡−𝑒 , 𝑋𝑡) = 

=  
exp (𝛽0,𝑖 + 𝛽1,𝑖 cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝛽2,𝑖 sin(𝜔𝑡) + ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑖

𝑎𝑤𝑡𝑃𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑊𝑇(𝑡)𝑛𝑎𝑤𝑡

𝑗=1 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑖
𝑚𝑗𝑜𝑃𝐶𝑗

𝑀𝐽𝑂(𝑡)
𝑛𝑚𝑗𝑜

𝑗=1
+ ∑ 𝑌𝑡−𝑗 𝛾𝑗,𝑖

𝑒
𝑗=1 )

∑ exp (𝛽0,𝑘 + 𝛽1,𝑘 cos(𝜔𝑡) + 𝛽2,𝑘 sin(𝜔𝑡) + ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑘
𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑗

𝐴𝑊𝑇(𝑡) + ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑘
𝑚𝑗𝑜𝑃𝐶𝑗

𝑀𝐽𝑂(𝑡)
𝑛𝑚𝑗𝑜

𝑗=1
+ ∑ 𝑌𝑡−𝑗 𝛾𝑗,𝑘

𝑒
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑝𝑐

𝑗=1 )
𝑛𝐷𝑊𝑇

𝑘=1

  (𝟒. 𝟒) 

where 𝛽1,𝑖 and 𝛽2,𝑖 account for the harmonic components of the seasonality for 

each weather type 𝑖, ω is the angular frequency, 𝛽𝑗,𝑖
𝑎𝑤𝑡 accounts for the probability 

associated to the principal components of the AWT, 𝛽𝑗,𝑖
𝑚𝑗𝑜

 accounts for the two 

principal components of the MJO, and the 𝑌𝑡h term represents the Markov order. 

The validation of the ALR against the different covariates included in the model 

is presented in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4a corresponds to the validation of seasonality and 

shows the comparison of 100 simulations of mean DWT probabilities in a perpetual 

year (bottom) against the historical DWT probabilities (top). Figure 4.4b shows the 

same comparison but for the different Annual WTs (AWTs, section 3.2.1). Here it can 

be appreciated how El Niño years (AWT-6) have a completely different DWTs 

distribution with DWT30 and DWT36 (corresponding to large storms, see Figure 4.3) 
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being the most probable DWTs. Figure 4.4c presents the comparison of the DWT 

probabilities against the MJO active phase and its similar behaviour in the synthetic 

time series. 

 

Figure 4.4 Validation of the ALR model at Imperial Beach. Colour correspond to the 
landmass colour shown in Figure 4.3 for each DWT. a) Perpetual year of probabilities (0-1) 
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associated with each DWT b) Probabilities (0-1) associated with the 6 AWTs. c) 
Probabilities (0-1) associated with the different phases of the intra-seasonal predictor 

(MJO). 

4.3.2.1 Annual predictor 

The annual predictor is constructed from the first three principal components of 

the 36 DWT probabilities aggregated every year. Here we used the DWTs probabilities 

to construct the annual predictor, rather than variables such as sea surface temperature 

in the equatorial Pacific as in Anderson et al. (2019), to increase the generality of the 

annual predictor worldwide. For this purpose, the annual PCs are clustered into 6 

different synoptic patterns following a K-Means algorithm (Hastie et al., 2001). This 

way a number of independent AWT chronologies are computed and the annual PCs 

needed to force the daily ALR are obtained by randomly choosing a triplet (PC1
AWT, 

PC2
 AWT, PC3

 AWT) from the historical years associated with each of the different 

AWTs. As we want the daily simulations to include independent annual chronologies 

for each simulation to explore different annual climatic transitions, an ALR model 

forced with a Markov chain for the AWT is previously computed. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the construction of the annual predictor at Imperial Beach. 

We show the first three spatial and temporal components of the PCA (top three panels) 

and the K-Means grouping leading to the AWT (bottom panel). The spatial EOFs 

correspond to the 36 DWT probabilities associated with each PC. The coloured dots 

in the temporal series match with strong and very strong El Niño and La Niña years 

(ONI index larger than ± 1.5). The third PC has a strong dependency with El Niño 

Modoki of 2010. It can be appreciated that all strong El Niño years fall into the same 

AWT (AWT-6) while strong La Niña years fall into the AWT-1. This is due to the 

sensitivity analysis carried out to obtain the appropriate number of principal 

components to use for the K-Means clustering. We found three PCs to be the optimal 

number to group El Niño and La Niña years into the same AWT for both Imperial 

Beach and Tairua. In the case of Laredo, where the signal of the interannual variability 

is less strong, we found that five PCs were needed to homogeneously sample the 

AWTs over the years. 
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Figure 4.5 Annual predictor construction at Imperial Beach. Top 3 panels correspond to the 
spatial (left) and temporal (right) PCA of the DWT annual probabilities. Bottom panel 

corresponds to the k-means AWT grouping. Dots correspond to strong El Niño and La Niña 

years. 

 

4.3.2.2 Intra-seasonal predictor 

To preserve intra-seasonal variability, a predictor based on the MJO is 

introduced. The MJO, which has a time scale of 30 to 90 days (Zhang et al., 2009), is 

important for monthly and seasonal predictions. The MJO index used here was defined 

by Wheeler & Hendon (2004) and is characterized by the first two PCs of equatorially 

averaged outgoing longwave radiation and zonal winds. Based on those two PCs, the 

MJO is classified in 25 different categories based on the active phase (from 1-8) and 

4 different intensities (from Inactive to Extremely Active) as defined in Lafleur et al. 

(2015) and Anderson et al. (2019). Following the same technique as for the annual 

predictor, a number of independent simulations of the MJO category are computed 

using the ALR model forced with seasonality and a third order Markov chain as 

covariates. In order to develop the PCs needed to force the daily ALR model, we 

randomly pick a combination of PC1
MJO and PC2

MJO from the historical record 

associated to each of the categories from 1 to 25. 
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4.3.3 Wave stretching 

Wave climates are constructed by connecting and shuffling historical 

chronologies of wave and storm surge conditions associated to a synoptic state, defined 

here as the time interval in which synoptic conditions remain constant. Thus, the 

duration of each different synoptic state is defined by the number of consecutive days 

in which the local synoptic pattern is driven by the same DWT. This implies that 

although we are using DWTs to define the duration of the different states, our approach 

reproduces synthetic time series at the same temporal resolution as the waves provided 

as input of the emulator (~hours). In order to reproduce similar storm chronologies 

(i.e. ramp up, peak, and ultimate reduction of wave energy) as in the past but enhancing 

the capability of extrapolating the intensity of wave chronologies associated with each 

synoptic state, we develop a stretching technique for both Hs and Tm. The associated 

historical storm surge level and wave direction are maintained. The stretching 

technique allows broadening in magnitude the hindcast chronology with a minimum 

and maximum value of the wave conditions defining the synoptic state. This way, even 

when simulating the historical chronology shape and duration multiple times, the 

reproduced magnitudes, due to the stretching technique, can be very different in each 

simulation (refer to Figure 4.2c). 

Here we present the number and mean duration of the synoptic states identified 

at each of the different locations. For the case of Imperial Beach, the 6208 days of 

wave conditions have been divided using the DWT historical chronology into 2571 

different states with durations ranging from 1 to 5 days (mean duration of 2.4 days). 

For Tairua the number of synoptic states found is 6126 with a mean duration of 2.3 

days while in Laredo 8504 different synoptic states are found with a mean duration of 

1.6 days. When durations are found to be longer than 5 days, the technique randomly 

divides them into different consecutive pieces from 3 to 5 days. The 5 days threshold 

is based on the need to have enough data to populate the distributions relative to each 

storm duration and DWT. While this threshold can depend on the local storm durations 

and the number of DWTs, in our case, it has been constant for the 3 locations studied. 

For each wave and storm surge synoptic state, the parameters that are stored for each 
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DWT and duration are the following: maximum wave height (Hsmax), minimum wave 

height (Hsmin), maximum Tm (Tmmax), minimum Tm (Tmmin), mean Dir (Dirmean), and 

mean storm surge (SSmean). In order to apply the stretching technique during the 

simulation, the wave hindcast relative to Hs and Tm has been normalized with the 

maximum and minimum values above for each synoptic state. 

The joint probability between the different variables is then reproduced using a 

multivariate Gaussian copula for each DWT, as copulas have been shown to correctly 

model multivariate problems (Ben Alaya et al., 2014; Nelsen et al., 2006; Rueda et al., 

2017). Copulas are able to emulate realistic combinations of variables based on the 

historical probabilities. To accomplish this, the wave height and period parameters are 

fit to a Kernel distribution to allow a small capability of extrapolation of extremes 

maintaining the historical general behaviour while wave direction and storm surge are 

fitted to an empirical distribution. The marginal functions are then transformed into a 

normal distribution and the dependences are modelled by a symmetric, positive-

definite matrix of Spearman’s correlation coefficients in the Gaussian space. The 

copulas are then used to randomly derive waves and storm surge values from the 

appropriate DWT copula for each synoptic state during the Monte Carlo simulation 

(section 3.4.). 

4.3.4 Waves and storm surge simulation 

The waves and storm surge simulation is performed by connecting and shuffling 

historical chronologies associated to each synoptic state. Once we have constructed 

the synthetic time series of the DWTs, the Monte Carlo simulation of the wave and 

surge parameters associated with each synoptic state is performed. As explained 

before, a stretching technique is carried out for the wave height and period, while the 

direction and storm surge are filled with the corresponding chronology of historical 

values. This means that for each synoptic state, the following parameters are randomly 

extracted from the Gaussian copula associated with that specific duration and DWT: 

Hsmax, Hsmin, Tmmax, Tmmin, Dirmean and SSmean. Then, we find a historical chronology 

that best matches the mean direction and mean storm surge extracted from the copula 
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and use the wave height and period parameters to stretch the normalized hindcast (as 

shown in Figure 4.2c). A filter was introduced into the Gaussian copula to simulate 

pairs of Hs and Tm that fall inside the same physical steepness limits of the historical 

data. This shuffling approach to wave and storm surge sampling allows us to increase 

the temporal resolution beyond the daily resolution given by the DWTs to the temporal 

resolution of the original data provided as an input to develop the emulator. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Validation of long-term and extreme value distribution of wave 
parameters 

Following on with the Imperial Beach example, Figure 4.6 shows the historical 

distribution of wave parameters (Hs, Tm, and Dir) for the different DWTs and the 

validation of the synthetic wave time-series against the buoy data. Figure 4.6a shows 

the hindcast data and a 100-year simulation of synthetic wave parameters. It is clear 

how the large storm DWTs associated with the winter months shown in Figure 4.3 

closely agree with the larger wave height and period distributions (Figure 4.6b and c) 

predominantly approaching Imperial Beach from the West and North-West directions 

(Figure 4.6d).  Furthermore, Figures 4.3 and 4.6 show how the approach is able to 

discern between waves generated by large scale conditions versus those generated 

close to the coast. For example, DWT20 (Figure 4.3) is associated with pressure 

anomalies both in the southern hemisphere and close to the San Diego coast and this 

pattern is reflected in the wave period and direction histograms (Figure 4.6c and d, 2nd 

row, 4th column) which show a bimodal behaviour. These relationships, as expected 

from the Kernel and Empirical distributions used for the fitting, are maintained in the 

simulation, demonstrating a good agreement between the historical and synthetic wave 

height, period, and direction. The same behaviour was found for storm surge 

distributions (not shown). Figure 4.6e illustrates the Gaussian copula correlation 

coefficient between the parameters Hsmax and Tmmax of the synoptic states that, as 

expected, has positive values for all the DWTs, with higher correlation values for the 

DWTs associated with the largest waves.  
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A detailed comparison of the historical distribution versus the 100 synthetic 

simulations is carried out via quantile-quantile plots as shown in Figure 4.7. A general 

agreement is found between the historical data and the simulations, which are 

represented by the mean, the variability envelope and the standard deviation across 

simulations. The variability is in general larger at the tails of the distributions although 

in the case of wave direction, this variability can also be large in the middle due to the 

bimodal behaviour in some DWTs (Figure 4.6d). 

 

Figure 4.6 Comparison historical vs simulations at Imperial Beach. Each subplot 

corresponds to one different DWT in the same order and box colour as in Figure 4.3. a) 
Historical and synthetic time series for Hs, Tm and Dir for 1 simulation of 120 years.  b)c)d) 

Histogram comparison for Hs Tm and Dir, respectively. e) Gaussian copula correlation 

Hsmax - TMmax where the background colour shows the corresponding correlation coefficient 
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Figure 4.7 Quantile-Quantile plots comparing the historical observations against the 100 

simulations for the 36 different DWT for (a) Hs, (b) Tm, and (c) Dir. The bold line 

corresponds to the mean across all simulations, the light shaded area corresponds to the 
envelope of variability, and the dark shaded area corresponds to the standard deviation of 

the 100 simulations. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the emulator in reproducing extreme 

synthetic wave parameters, the return periods of Hs and Tm have been compared 

against historical data (Figure 4.8). The simulations correctly reproduce extreme 

waves over the different return periods at each of the study sites. As exemplified in the 

results for Imperial Beach, the behaviour of the return periods for both Hs and Tm, 

after reaching the maximum value of the historical record, is mostly flat. This is due 

to the fact that the emulator is meant to reproduce the historical behaviour of the data 

with just a small capability of extrapolation over larger return periods due to the Kernel 

and empirical distributions used during the stretching (Section 3.3). 
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Figure 4.8 Return period associated to Hs (top) and Tm (bottom). The different colours 

correspond to each of the different study locations shown in Figure 4.1. The line represents 
the mean return period of the 100 simulations, the shaded areas represent the 95% 

confidence intervals, and the dots correspond to the historical return period values. 

4.4.2 Applications relevant to shoreline change 

Nearshore hydrodynamic processes play a major role in shaping shoreline 

evolution at seasonal to interannual scale (Ciavola & Coco, 2017). Here we analyse 

the waves generated by the climate-based emulator presented at the 3 different study 

sites by means of 3 different applications relevant for shoreline evolution.  The 

implications of using the synthetic waves from the proposed emulator in the 

calculation of the longshore wave power (LWP) at Imperial Beach, USA is presented 

in section 4.2.1. In section 4.2.2 we analyse the implications on cross-shore shoreline 

variations at Tairua, New Zealand, while in section 4.2.3 we will analyse the 

directional component of beach rotation at Laredo, Spain.  
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4.4.2.1 Longshore Wave Power: Imperial Beach 

Longshore sediment transport is primarily controlled by the LWP component on 

dissipative and relatively alongshore uniform beaches. Here, we present an historical 

analysis of the LWP relative to the different AWTs as defined in section 3.2.1 against 

the same analysis using the simulated waves. 

The formula used for computing the LWP as defined in Komar (1998) reads: 

                𝑃 = 𝐸𝐶𝑛 sin(𝜃) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) =
1

8
𝜌𝑤𝑔𝐻2𝐶𝑛 sin(𝜃) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)           (4.5) 

where E is the total energy, C is the wave speed, n is the ratio of group to 

individual wave speed, and 𝜃 is the angle between the wave direction and shore 

normal. Assuming a constant 178° beach orientation, the cumulative annual wave 

power is shown in Figure 4.9. The left panel corresponds to the historical period from 

2000 to 2016, where colours represent the different AWTs. We have only named those 

which fall outside the historical standard deviation represented in grey. El Niño years, 

represented by AWT-6, produce a large LWP anomaly compared to the yearly average, 

as can be seen in 2009-10 and 2015-16. In Southern California, the shift in direction 

to the north by 6° during the 2009-2010 El Niño event was equivalent to the one 

occurring in 1997-98, causing the greatest winter shoreline retreat in the Southern 

California survey record (Barnard et al., 2011). In 2015-2016 the shoreline retreat in 

Southern California was four times bigger than in previous years (Barnard et al., 2017) 

and Imperial Beach was highly eroded and coastal flooding occurred (A. P. Young et 

al., 2018). Similar LWP behaviour during El Niño years was observed offshore of 

northern Oregon (Anderson et al., 2018). 

As opposed to El Niño, during La Niña years more southerly waves approach 

the coast, causing a lower LWP. This historical behaviour is well captured during the 

simulations as shown in Figure 4.9b, where El Niño (AWT-6) is associated to the 

largest LWP while La Niña (AWT1) has the lowest values. The rest of the AWTs have 

a similar overlapping area, suggesting that years without an active El Niño or La Niña 

present similar LWP variability throughout the year, even when the probabilities of 

the different DWTs with that AWT can be very different. Lines correspond to the mean 

LWP for each AWT while the shaded area comprises the area between the maximum 
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and the minimum LWP values for each AWT. This behaviour confirms that the 

methodology correctly reproduces the interannual variability of the area, and that the 

simulations can be linked to large scale climatic patterns such as El Niño Southern 

Oscillation. This way, the small number of historical El Niño and La Niña years can 

be extended with the synthetic series to develop probabilistic assessments of the impact 

of this phenomena. 

 

Figure 4.9 Annual longshore Wave Power for a) the historical records and b) The 

simulations. Each AWT is represented by a different colour. The shaded grey area 

corresponds to the standard deviation. The simulations are represented using the mean and 

the shaded area comprised between the maximum and minimum values for each AWT 

4.4.2.2 Cross-shore shoreline variation: Tairua Beach 

At seasonal and interannual timescales, shoreline evolution can be dominated by 

cross-shore processes (Kriebel & Dean, 1985; Miller & Dean, 2004). Here, a calibrated 

equilibrium shoreline change model (Yates et al., 2009) has been used to explore 

shoreline evolution at Tairua beach. This model bases its predictions on the shoreline 

position disequilibrium concept (Wright et al., 1985) and uses Hs as the only wave 

parameter. It has been successfully implemented at locations where and when 

gradients in alongshore sediment transport do not play a significant role (Castelle et 

al., 2014; Dodet et al., 2019; Splinter et al., 2014), which is the case of Tairua, where 

including longshore components does not improve the prediction (Montaño et al., 

2020). The model in Tairua has been calibrated with 18 years of daily averaged 
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alongshore shoreline position (hereinafter referred to as shoreline) data derived from 

a camera system (Blossier et al., 2016; Montaño et al., 202). Details on the Yates model 

calibration, implementation and beach details can be seen in (Montaño et al., 2020). 

Figure 4.10 compares the modelled shoreline annual minima (erosion) and 

maxima (accretion) return periods for 100 synthetic wave simulations of 100 years 

each in shaded area against shoreline annual minima and maxima return periods 

modelled using the historical wave database. The annual shoreline maximum accretion 

is more or less constant over time for both the model results driven by the historical 

waves as well as those using simulated waves.  For erosion events, historical larger 

variations within different years produce larger differences between the model results 

driven by the 100 wave simulations (Figure 4.10). Good agreement between erosion 

modelled using historical and simulated waves for both erosion and accretion for less 

than 10 years return period is found, while an underestimation of the erosion for larger 

return periods is observed. This may be due to an issue with the fact that we are 

reproducing storms lengths determined by the DWT classification that can sometimes 

split the same storm into different pieces, while large erosion periods usually require 

larger storm durations. However, we stress that the underestimation does not mean that 

we are reproducing less erosion during larger events, but rather less frequent erosional 

events (i.e., associated with larger return periods). 

 

Figure 4.10 Cross-shore shoreline erosion and accretion return periods for historical vs 

synthetic waves. Dots correspond to modelled shoreline change using historical waves, the 
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lines to the mean simulated erosion, and accretion and the shaded areas correspond to the 

minimum and maximum of the simulations. 

4.4.2.3 Beach Rotation: Laredo 

Beach rotation occurs at seasonal to interannual timescales triggered by wave 

energy events with a strong alongshore component, compared to the mean wave 

direction (Van de Lageweg et al., 2013). Here we analyse and compare the historical 

wave direction record against simulated wave directions at Laredo, Spain. Figure 4.11a 

presents the annual mean direction for the historical record in black and 10 different 

simulations in colour. The range of annual variations in the simulations is similar to 

the historical data, with mean directions from 28° to 34° for all the 100 wave 

simulations performed, with a mean historical direction of 31.25°. Mean and standard 

deviation values for the historical record and the simulations are included (Figure 

4.11).  There is only a very small difference between the historical mean and the 

simulated mean with the simulations giving slightly lower standard deviation than the 

historical waves. The numbers in brackets correspond to the maximum and minimum 

values of the 100 simulations. 

The lower panels correspond to the analysis of the number of consecutive years 

with a mean direction (Diry) over (Figure 4.11b) and below (Figure 4.11c) the average 

of the 37 years mean direction (Diry
m). The comparison of the scarce number of 

historical wave records against the 100 simulations of more than 100 years results in a 

good agreement, in particular with respect to the most probable durations for both the 

positive and the negative annual wave direction anomalies. The largest difference is 

due to the emulator defining the tails of the distributions, which is a consequence of 

the large number of synthetic annual simulations.  A small probability of having up to 

10 consecutive years with a positive anomaly or up to 8 consecutive years with a 

negative anomaly is introduced in the synthetic simulations, while in the historical 

records the maximum persistence is 5 years. These results imply that our emulator can 

be used to explain beach rotation, with anomalous directions correctly reproducing the 

historical persistence distributions. Moreover, given the fact that we are reproducing 

also the tails of the persistence distribution, new rotation periods not registered in the 

historical data could be created (albeit with very low probability of occurrence). 
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Figure 4.11 a) Annual historical mean wave direction and 10 simulated mean wave direction 

time series. Thick line corresponds to the historical data and coloured lines correspond to 

the different simulations. b) and c) correspond to the comparison between historical and 
simulated number of consecutive years with an annual mean direction (Diry) larger than the 

annual mean average (Diry
m) in panel b and smaller in panel c. 

4.5 Discussion 

Previous studies have proposed varying methods to generate wave climates to 

solve different problems in coastal science. Callaghan et al. (2008) proposed a 

methodology to statistically simulate storm events to derive extreme beach erosion by 

reproducing storms with a duration and Hs larger than a threshold and fit a Poisson 

distribution to the spacing between storms. While the Callaghan et al., (2008) approach 

is useful for applications focused on extreme isolated events, it cannot produce 

continuous shoreline evolution, as morphologic change models necessitate a 

continuous dataset to accumulate erosion and accretion periods over time. In the work 

of Davidson et al. (2010) on forecasting seasonal to multi-year shoreline change, the 

wave climate emulator from Borgman & Scheffner (1991) is used. This piecewise, 

month by month emulator seeks to preserve univariate probability laws and the first 

and second order moment properties describing the intercorrelations of the data 

sequencing. This approach does not preserve higher order moments between the 
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variables and between different time and space elements in the data. This means that 

interannual variability will not be well resolved between simulations, and it would not 

be possible to link the data with larger scale climatic patterns as in the LWP application 

discussed in section 4.2.1. Antolínez et al. (2016) modelled long-term 

morphodynamics by reproducing the persistence and sequencing of the storms by 

clustering different sea states. The model accounted for seasonal and interannual 

variability by means of an ALR model similar to the one described in subsection 3.2, 

but without taking into account larger temporal scale climatic predictors. The method 

was also restricted to provide a reduced number of categories of sea states, not 

reproducing the entire complexity of the wave climate. The extreme wave and storm 

surge climate emulator from Rueda et al. (2016) and the multiscale climate emulator 

of multimodal wave spectra from Rueda et al. (2017) reproduce waves at a daily 

resolution by means of a WT classification and a chronology model based on Markov 

probabilities. However, these approaches do not properly address the shape of synoptic 

states occurring for longer than a day, a key need for models driving shoreline change.  

None of the models above link the wave synthetic simulation with larger scale 

climatic predictors (i.e., annual predictor, intra-seasonal predictor).  This link is 

relevant to explain the precursors of large erosion and/or flooding events in the 

simulations.  Furthermore, considering multiple concurrent climate patterns is 

essential to develop more reliable coastal planning (Godoi et al., 2020). The work from 

Anderson et al. (2019) was the first, to our knowledge, to include large scale climatic 

predictors and to account for intra-storm chronology.  Our emulator is developed on 

the same basis as it also depends on a WT technique that relies on finding the 

relationship between large scale climate patterns at different time scales, and the local 

wave and storm surge parameters. The main differences are the definition of the annual 

predictor and the shuffling and stretching of historical wave conditions.  In our case, 

the annual predictor is defined by using the annual average of the DWT probabilities 

while in Anderson et al. (2019) they rely on a predictor based on the sea surface 

temperature. This approach works well in areas in the Pacific where the signal from El 

Niño and La Niña is very strong, however, it is not easily transferable to areas outside 
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the Pacific. Our annual predictor is still capable of discretizing between El Niño and 

La Niña years as shown in Figure 4.4 at Imperial Beach. With regard to the shape of 

the waves associated with each synoptic state, Anderson et al. (2019) simulate the 

values of Hs, T, Dir, and storm surge for a synoptic state defined in length as the 

number of days within the same WT. They then reconstruct the shape over time with 

a constant value for T, Dir, and storm surge and with a geometric hydrograph shape 

for Hs. Another advantage of our method is that we reproduce more realistic storm 

shapes, where T, Dir, and storm surge have also their own progression over time. This 

has been accomplished by directly using historical evolutions of Hs, T, Dir, and storm 

surge and applying the stretching technique described in section 3.3 to Hs and T. 

Although our climate emulator is transferable worldwide and has a large range 

of possible applications for modelling and assessing erosion and flooding, accounting 

for different time scales from intra-storm to interannual variability, it also has some 

limitations. The use of the DWTs to identify the length of the synoptic states and the 

5 days restriction due to the need to have enough data for each DWT and storm 

duration for the fitting, has some effect when assessing events, such as erosion, very 

sensible to the storm duration. This limitation is evident in the erosion in Tairua shown 

in Figure 4.10 where we see some underestimation on the larger erosion return periods, 

even when the return period associated to the maximum waves has been validated as 

shown in Figure 4.8. For these reasons, further improvement in the way we define the 

synoptic states, and their different constituents will be needed to improve the 

performance in situations where the effect of those limitations is important. In addition, 

although this methodology can be very flexible in terms of the wave and storm surge 

data provided as input of the emulator, the fact that we are using historical chronology 

shapes and empirical and semi-empirical distributions for the fitting of the parameters, 

with a small capability of extrapolation, implies that the longer the records provided, 

the better the model will be in explaining the complexity of the wave climate at a given 

location. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

A climate-based stochastic wave and emulator is presented for defining time 

series of boundary conditions for coastal applications. It is capable of generating 

infinitely long and continuous time series statistically similar to the original data 

provided for the fitting, maintaining its properties at different time scales from intra-

storm to interannual and its link to relevant large scale climate predictors. This 

emulator relies on the use of DWTs as a flexible framework for evaluating storm 

chronology at a daily scale by means of an ALR model forced with larger time scale 

predictors.  The MJO is used for the intra-seasonal scale predictor and AWTs obtained 

from DWT probabilities are used to correctly reproduce interannual variability.  

The methodology has been validated for three very different locations to 

demonstrate its worldwide applicability. The marginal distributions of the wave 

parameters for both the mean and the extreme long-term regime closely agree with the 

historical behaviour of the time series provided for the fitting. Furthermore, for each 

of the study locations, an example of simple applications relevant for shoreline change 

modelling are presented and used to explain the strengths and limitations of the 

proposed methodology. Moreover, this emulator could be adapted to generate 

plausible future wave climate and account for changes in the climate system by 

changing the probabilities of the large-scale covariates that trigger the chronology 

model. 
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5 Climate-based emulator of distant swell trains and local seas 
approaching a Pacific atoll 

 

 

Abstract 

Wave-induced flooding is a major coastal hazard for the low-lying atolls of the 

Pacific. These flooding events are expected to increase over time, which may cause 

significant coastal damage in some locations. Coastal flooding analysis (forensic or 

forecasted) is particularly challenging in these small islands due to the co-occurrence 

of several swells and local seas propagating in a complex configuration of 

archipelagos. Therefore, assessing the contribution of swells and wind seas on the 

flooding hazards that threaten the atoll islands requires the spectral characterization of 

the wave climate, since integrated wave parameters do not accurately represent the 

wave conditions in these environments. On the other hand, the relative short records 

of wave conditions, represent only a small fraction of the possible range of 

combinations that could produce a wave-induced flooding event. For these reasons, 

we propose the analysis of all the spectral energy arriving towards a study site, by 

isolating and parameterizing each swell train. Then, taking into account the link with 

large-scale climatic patterns (i.e., El Niño Southern Oscillation), we present a new 

multi-modal seas emulator capable of generating infinitely long time series of 

synthetic individual swell trains and seas. This new climate-based emulator allows a 

better understanding of swell behaviour in the Pacific, and the generation of 

multimodal wave conditions to populate the historical records as a key point to perform 

robust coastal flood risk assessments considering climate variability.  
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5.1 Introduction 

The general understanding of coastal inundation in the low-lying nations of the 

Pacific areas relates flooding to extreme water levels (i.e., astronomical tides, sea level 

variability) or tropical cyclones (Hoeke et al., 2013). Nevertheless, distant-source 

swells are less studied (Hoeke et al., 2013) and are one of the main causes of coastal 

flooding in the Pacific (Ford et al., 2018). After travelling thousands of kilometres 

(Snodgrass et al., 1966), swell dissipation results in wave set-up due to breaking waves 

and infragravity waves (Pomeroy et al., 2012), increasing the local impact when they 

reach the reef-lined coast. Furthermore, differently to tropical storms which may have 

more localised impacts, far-field swells can cause flooding damage among a large 

number of Pacific islands and atolls at the same time, as it happened in the inundation 

event of December 2008, that affected atolls as Kwajalein, Wake, Takuu or Majuro 

among others (Hoeke et al., 2013).  

Due to the complexity of these reef environments and ongoing climate changes, 

there is an increasing need for customized coastal hazards assessments and inundation 

forecast systems (Wandres et al., 2020; Winter et al., 2020). Although some studies 

indicate that low-lying atoll islands will adapt to increasing sea level rise (SLR) (Ford 

& Kench, 2015; Kench et al., 2015), it is expected that the frequency of inundation 

events associated to wave-driven (i.e., run-up and overwash) processes will increase 

over time (Cheriton et al., 2016). This means that for many atolls it will be impossible 

to live by the mid-21st century without persistent infrastructure damage and issues 

reaching freshwater resources (Storlazzi et al., 2018). Projections suggest that by the 

end of the century, the present 100 year return period of extreme sea levels will occur 

annually in most coastal areas (Vousdoukas et al., 2018). Furthermore, it has been 

demonstrated that at some locations, including the wave contribution to coastal 

flooding as the sea level rises, increases almost exponentially the average number of 

flooding days (Merrifield et al., 2014). The frequency and intensity of this wave 

contribution will ultimately depend on the local variability and trends of the 

hydrodynamic forcing (Reguero et al., 2019).  
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Pacific atolls, located in the middle of a large ocean basin, are generally affected 

from a local sea and a number of concurrent distant-source swells approaching from 

different directions. These swells are relatively persistent in direction and period, and 

have been historically used for navigation by what is called wave piloting, which 

consists on sensing the presence of land by reading how atolls and islands disrupt 

distant generated swells (Genz et al., 2009; Van Vledder, 2015). The aggregation of 

the full spectrum into single parameters, which may correctly account for the wave 

characteristics of uni-modal seas, often results in the loss of a significant amount of 

detail associated with these multi-modal seas (Portilla et al., 2015). Nevertheless, 

integrated bulk parameters (i.e., significant wave height, period and direction) remain 

commonly used, although the need of using the wave spectrum for describing complex 

sea states is becoming evident.  

For these reasons, here we analyse all the spectral wave energy arriving towards 

a Pacific atoll, aggregating the information of 6 different points surrounding the study 

site to avoid the shadowing effects produced by its own land presence. In order to 

analyse the source and travel time of the distant source swells following the dispersion 

relationships of swells in deep oceans (Portilla, 2012), the full spectra has been 

partitioned following a watershed algorithm (Hanson & Phillips, 2001) to divide the 

sea and swell partitions and obtain its representative parameters: significant wave 

height (Hs), peak period (Tp) and direction (Dir). Then, an algorithm to isolate 

individual swell trains generated by a common source has been developed so that swell 

trains can be parameterized into: Hsmax, Tpmax, 𝞱, duration and damping coefficients 

for Hs and Tp. Those parameters have been then analysed and linked with the 

seasonality and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as the main driver of interannual 

variability in the Pacific Region (Philander, 1983). 

With all the information obtained from the spectral analysis, the final goal of this 

work is to develop a new climate-based emulator of local seas and swell trains.  Wave 

emulators allow to analyse long-term projections probabilistically, as infinitely long 

time series of hydrodynamic conditions can potentially be generated at a relatively low 

computational effort. Furthermore, emulators reduce the cost of using wave ensembles 
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which in the last years have become a powerful tool to reduce (Wahl et al., 2012) and 

assess (Vitousek et al., 2017, 2021) the uncertainty of coastal hazard predictions due 

to wave climate variability. 

Although there have been a number of wave climate emulators developed in the 

past years (Anderson et al., 2019; Antolínez et al., 2016; Cagigal et al., 2020; 

Callaghan et al., 2008; Lucio et al., 2020; Rueda et al., 2017), this is the first one to 

our knowledge to deal with the emulation of concurrent seas and individual swell trains 

with its own duration and characteristics over time. This kind of emulation approach 

is especially suited for islands and atoll environments where concurrent swells can 

reach the study site from many different directions but could also be used at any 

location in which distant source swells are present.  

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the atoll and the wave 

data chosen for this study. Section 3 describes the analysis of the wave spectra, its link 

with seasonality and ENSO variability and the methodology followed to develop the 

climate-based emulator. Section 4 presents the results obtained from the emulation 

process and the spectral validation against hindcast data. A discussion and concluding 

remarks are presented in sections 5 and 6 respectively. 

5.2 Study site and wave data 

Although this analysis could be of interest to any Pacific low-lying atoll, Majuro 

has been chosen as our study site. Majuro is a low-lying atoll located in the central 

Pacific, formed by over 60 islands with a total land area of about 10 km2, that enclose 

a large lagoon of  300 km2 (Gesch et al., 2020).  It is the capital of the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands and accounts for 27797 residents, 52% of the national population, 

which is mostly concentrated on the Delap-Uliga-Djarrit (D.U.D.) area in the eastern 

side of the atoll (Ford et al., 2018). Due to continuous land reclamation in order to 

accommodate the very high density populated D.U.D. area, the hardened shoreline of 

Majuro will be unable to adjust to future SLR scenarios (Ford et al., 2018), which are 

projected to be greater than the global average (Gesch et al., 2020; Spada et al., 2013). 
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It is also predicted that for 1m SLR scenarios, the threshold Hs to produce overtopping 

in Majuro will decrease by a 71% (Beetham & Kench, 2018). 

Even without accounting for the future effect of SLR, Majuro, with much of its 

land area at less than 3m above the mean sea level, is at present an atoll very prone to 

flooding. The analysis of eighteen historical flooding events in Majuro carried out in 

Ford et al., (2018) classifies the events into five different types: wave-driven 

inundation from distant swells, inundation from tropical storms and typhoons, from 

elevated water levels, from swell penetration into the lagoon and from waves generated 

inside the lagoon. Distant generated swells from the north have resulted in costly 

impacts for the D.U.D. while those generated in the southern Pacific, although smaller 

in magnitude, have also caused damage to singular infrastructures located in the 

southern rim, as it is the airport. These events are not necessarily associated with strong 

local winds and high sea levels are not required for this flooding type to cause large 

damages.  

In this study, the ocean waves have been characterized using directional wave 

spectra from a model hindcast from 1979 to 2019 developed by the Australian Bureau 

of Meteorology (BoM) and the Climate Science Centre (CSIRO) and known as 

CAWCR (Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research) wave hindcast 

(Durrant et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2020). The numerical model used for this hindcast 

is WAVEWATCH III (WWIII, Tolman, 1991) forced with winds from the Climate 

Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) developed by the National Center for 

Environmental Prediction (NCEP). This hindcast provides partitioned wave 

parameters at a global resolution of 0.4° with a finer resolution of 4’ and 10’ on the 

Australian and south pacific regions. Nevertheless, for the specific case of spectral 

data, it is provided at 10° resolution in the global grid and at 0.5° for Australia and the 

Pacific region. Figure 5.1 shows the area of interest that covers both Majuro atoll and 

Arno atoll, which in the past, due to them being closely located and intervisible, have 

been considered as a single navigation target (Genz et al., 2009). The hindcast points 

used as input, shown in Figure 5.1, give spectral wave energy information among 29 
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exponentially spaced frequencies from 0.038Hz to 0.5 Hz and 24 directions discretized 

every 15°. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 a) Study site location. b) Wave spectra at six locations surrounding Majuro and 

Arno atolls where data is available. c) Aggregated wave spectra following the “super-point” 

methodology, where every 60º sector is represented by one point from b). d) Wave 

partitioning of the spectra shown in c). 

5.3 Methodology: Emulator development 

The general methodology followed for the analysis and the development of the 

climate-based emulator of distant source swells and local seas is shown in Figure 5.2. 

The starting point of the methodology is the wave hindcast spectral information at the 

six different locations shown in Figure 5.1, and then aggregated into a “super-point” 

for which wave partitioning is performed. From there, the methodology is divided in 

two different branches. Due to the different behaviour of seas and swells, they are 

treated independently and later on integrated by spectral reconstruction, considering 

that they respond to the same large-scale patterns at seasonal and interannual scales. 

Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 correspond to the development of the swell branch while section 

5.3.4 focuses on the seas. 
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Figure 5.2 Methodology for the emulation of swell trains and local seas 

 

5.3.1 Definition of the super-point 

In large ocean basins as the Pacific, sea states are the result of superposing a 

number of wave trains that propagate from different direction and frequencies (Delpey 

et al., 2010). Generally, the spectrum is characterised by a locally generated sea and 

different swells generated by distant storms. The number of concurrent swells is highly 

dependent on the location, with the Pacific and tropical areas being the ones with larger 

numbers (Jiang, 2019).  

In this work, in order to account for all the possible sources of energy and to 

avoid the shadowing effect due to land presence, the first step consists on defining a 

“super-point”, which aggregates the spectral energy of the 6 different hindcast points 

shown in Figure 5.1 surrounding Majuro and Arno atolls. This virtual super-point 

informs of all the energy approaching the area of interest every hour.  The construction 

of this super-point is based on the directional sectors shown in Figure 5.1, so every 
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hindcast point represents a 60° directional sector of the super-point spectra (right upper 

panel in Figure 5.1). 

Once the energy is aggregated, the next step is a spectral partitioning, a technique 

firstly introduced by Gerling, (1992) to define the parts of the spectrum that correspond 

to a system of waves from the same meteorological event (Portilla et al., 2009). The 

spectral partitioning has been performed using WAVESPECTRA 

(https://github.com/metocean/wavespectra), a python library for ocean waves that uses 

the watershed algorithm implemented in WAVEWATCH III firstly developed  by 

Hanson & Phillips, (2001) and as described in Tracy et al., (2007). The library allows 

the user to define the maximum number of swell partitions to consider and this limit 

has been set up to 8. In this case, introducing a larger number, results in partitions with 

almost no energy. The other parameters to define are the wave age factor and the wind 

cut, that corresponds to the energy fraction of the partition under the influence of the 

wind for the partition to be considered wind sea instead of swell (Tracy et al., 2007). 

The default values are 1.7 for the wave age factor and 0.333 for the wind cut, 

nevertheless these limits shown an erratic switch between the sea and swell partition, 

and for this reason, we have analysed different pairs of these values and finally kept 

the age factor to 1.7 while changing the wind cut to a factor close to 0. This way the 

continuity of the sea partition is maintained over time while truly separating distant 

source swells from the more locally developed seas or young swells still influenced by 

the wind. This sea partition is forced by the almost constantly blowing trade winds 

from the north-east direction, and is characterized by an almost constant direction and 

period (see Figure 5.3), and a large mean directional spreading of 30.8, a typical value 

for wind sea waves (Portilla et al., 2015).  

With this configuration, the spectral partitioning is obtained, and an example is 

shown in the lower right panel on Figure 5.1 (the different partitions are represented 

by different colours). For the partitioned spectra, we can then obtain the bulk Hs, Tp 

and Dir for each partition, which are the parameters used from now on to isolate and 

parameterize the different swell trains. 

https://github.com/metocean/wavespectra
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5.3.2 Swell trains: Parameterization 

Wave partitions obtained from WAVESPECTRA are classified into a sea, and a 

number up to 8 swells sorted according to their energy. Therefore, those partitions are 

not necessarily associated to the same meteorological event over time. This section 

focuses only on the swell partitions, as the sea will be treated differently, and its 

analysis will be presented in section 3.4. Different ways of associating swell partitions 

over time and space to a common source have been proposed in the literature (Aarnes 

& Krogstad, 2001; Delpey et al., 2010; Devaliere et al., 2009; Hanson & Phillips, 2001; 

Jiang, 2019; Kpogo-Nuwoklo et al., 2014). These methodologies can be divided on 

those that track the waves based on the dispersion relationship by analysing the source 

time and location from every partition group and then verifying those that correspond 

to the same generating event (Aarnes & Krogstad, 2001) or those that track partitions 

developed from known sources (Delpey et al., 2010). Nevertheless, these methods only 

work for very far generated swells and lead to gaps making them not applicable for a 

comprehensive analysis of swell fields (Delpey et al., 2010). The other methodologies 

are the ones focused on using the continuity of the local bulk partitioned parameters in 

the spatial two dimensions space (Devaliere et al., 2009; Jiang, 2019) or over time 

(Hanson & Phillips, 2001; Kpogo-Nuwoklo et al., 2014).  

Here, we present a new tracking algorithm based on the time series of the local 

bulk partitioned Hs, Tp and Dir. The algorithm consists on finding for each time step 

and partition, the closest partition in the following time step in terms of its bulk 

parameters. The closest partition is found by calculating the distance to the following 

time following Equation (1). For these calculations, the bulk parameters are previously 

normalized with the percentile 99.9 and 0.1 for the Hs and Tp and dividing the 

direction by π as in Camus et al. (2011). 

𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐶𝐸 = √(𝐻𝑡+1 − 𝐻𝑡)2 + (𝑇𝑝𝑡+1 − 𝑇𝑝𝑡)2+(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡+1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑡)2                 

(5.1) 

For the algorithm to work, we do also need to define a threshold for which we 

assume the distance is large enough for a partition to be part of the same swell train. 

For this reason, we have introduced a coefficient 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷 = √𝑁 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐2, where N is 
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the number of variables introduced in the distance equation (3 in this case) and Perc 

corresponds to the maximum simultaneous change for all the variables (8% in this 

case). Furthermore, we have introduced additional thresholds to Hs and Tp, so that Tp 

can only decrease over time for each swell train by a maximum of a 25% and the 

variation in Hs can be up to a 20% from time to time, both increasing and decreasing. 

When any of the previous thresholds are not met, we let the algorithm to try and find 

continuity of the swell train in the following 15 hours, as sometimes gaps on the 

partitions are observed, and if continuity is still not found, we start with a new swell 

train. All these limiting factors have been obtained through an iterative trial and error 

process, a commonly used practise for obtaining parameters associated with tracking 

algorithms  (Hanson & Phillips, 2001; Jiang, 2019). The optimization has been made 

mostly by means of visual inspection of the results obtained and would probably need 

to be re-optimized for application at a new location.  

Following the algorithm proposed, Figure 5.3b shows the swell trains obtained 

for a year as an example. Each colour corresponds to one swell train in terms of Hs, 

Tp and Dir. Grey colour corresponds to the sea partition. As expected, generally the 

swell trains are characterized by an Hs that grows until it reaches a peak and then 

decays, an always decreasing Tp, and an almost constant Dir over time.  

Every swell train is then parameterized by means of the following 7 parameters: 

Maximum Hs (Hs*), slope of the linear fit from Hs* to the end of the swell event (sh), 

minimum peak frequency (Fp*), slope of the linear fit of Fp (sf), direction at the instant 

of Hs* (Dir*), duration (D) of the swell train in hours and hours until Hs* (τ). For 

simplicity, in the linear fitting process we work with Fp instead of Tp (Fp=1/Tp). A 

sketch showing the different parameters of concurrent sea and swell events is presented 

on Figure 5.3a. 
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Figure 5.3 a) Sketch representing a hypothetical system of 3 swells and one sea and its 

representative parameters: Hs, Tp and Dir. b) Time series of sea (grey) and isolated swell 

states (colours) for Hs(top), Tp(middle) and Dir (Bottom). Parameterization of each swell 

(right) 

For the isolated swell trains, we use the dispersion characteristics of ocean waves 

to obtain the source and travel time of each of the different events following Eq.(2) 

and Eq.(3) (Hanson & Phillips, 2001; Portilla, 2012): 

𝑡0 =
−𝑏

𝑠𝑓
       (5.2)                     𝑑 =

𝑔

4𝜋𝑠𝑓
       (5.3) 

Where 𝑡0 corresponds to the travel time, 𝑑 corresponds to the distance to the 

source and 𝑏 corresponds to the intercept of the linear fit associated with the peak 

frequency.  
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Due to storms being dynamic events with large dimensions, it is not realistic to define 

them with a unique point, and therefore the uncertainties associated with the linear fit 

of the peak frequency need to be analysed  (Portilla, 2012).  For this purpose, we have 

obtained the 98% confidence intervals of the linear fit so that both travel time and 

distance to the source are defined within an interval. Dots in Figure 5.4 show the mean 

location points for all the swells arriving to Majuro, whereas the colour refers to the 

distance range obtained from the 98% confidence analysis. Only swell trains with an 

uncertainty of less than 1500km are plotted and used for the travel time contour plot 

in the background, where numbers refer to the mean travel time in days needed for a 

swell to reach the study site. As we are using this analysis for a general understanding 

of the generation areas of swells approaching the study site, further uncertainties 

associated with the direction (Portilla, 2012) are not taken into account, and distances 

are calculated among the great circle of the mean swell Dir.  

Figure 5.4 confirms that waves approaching Majuro are generated across the 

whole Pacific and reiterates the importance of using the directional wave spectra 

against bulk parameters in order to capture the energy approaching from every 

direction. As observed from this analysis, the predominant swells from the Southern 

Hemisphere are generated in the area surrounding Australia and New Zealand, while 

for the Northern Hemisphere most swells are generated in the north west close to 

Japan. There is a notable gap of swells approaching from south eastern directions 

mostly due to the blocking produced by a number of small atolls and land presence 

close to the study site. 
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Figure 5.4 Source and travel time of distant source generated swells approaching Majuro 

atoll 

5.3.3 Swell trains: Seasonality and ENSO variability 

The final goal of this study consists not only of analysing the characteristics of 

swells approaching Majuro, but to develop a new multimodal seas emulator capable 

of generating long time series of hydrodynamic conditions for probabilistic 

assessments of coastal hazards. It is thus important that the synthetic time series are 

capable of reproducing the seasonal and the interannual variability, which in this area 

is linked to ENSO.  

Analysing the number of swell trains triggered every month of the year for every 

direction discretized every 10 degrees, and the particular characteristics of the 

parameters Hs*, Fp*, D and τ, provides insights on characteristic patterns. Figure 5.5 

aggregates all the information and shows the mean and 95% percentile characterizing 

each variable and cell. When looking at the mean number of swells per year, it is clear 
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that there is a predominant probability of swells approaching Majuro from 170-210° 

over the year, which corresponds to the New Zealand and Australia generation area, 

as was also observed in Figure 5.4. Nevertheless, during the months of November-

March that correspond to the boreal winter, the swells are predominantly coming from 

northern directions, while the boreal summer (i.e., June-November) concentrates most 

of the swells coming from the south. The characteristics of these swells are very 

different. The ones from the north are generally characterized by relatively larger Hs*, 

lower Fp* (i.e., larger Tp) and shorter durations, while the longest swells, although 

with a small Hs*, are the ones approaching Majuro from the Southern Hemisphere. 

This is due to the distance source of generation in the southern Pacific and the 

shadowing effect of waves by a large number of islands (Ford et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 5.5 a) Mean number of swells per year, Mean and 95 percentile associated to Hs* (b, 

c), to Fp* (d, e), to D (f, g) and to  (h, i) for every month and direction discretized every 10 

degrees. 

Although the number of swells shown in Figure 5.5 captures the seasonality 

along the year, the interannual variability is dominated by ENSO, with teleconnections 

affecting weather all over the world (Philander, 1983). In the particular case of the 

Pacific, a positive correlation is found between the Niño 3 index and extreme Hs 
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(Izaguirre et al., 2011) and wave power (Reguero et al., 2019). For this reason, the 

differences between El Niño and La Niña years should also be taken into account in 

any wave emulator developed for the area.  

To account for the modulation on the number of swells produced by ENSO, we 

use the Annual Weather Types (AWTs) based on sea surface temperature anomalies 

(SSTA) proposed in Anderson et al., (2019). These AWTs are constructed by 

averaging the SSTA in the equatorial Pacific and defining Hovmöller diagrams 

(Hovmöller, 1949) beginning in June and ending the following May to preserve the 

boreal winter variability. The different years, represented by its first 3 principal 

components, are clustered into 6 different AWTs that group positive and negative 

anomalies of SSTA in the eastern Pacific characteristic of El Niño and La Niña 

respectively. Further details in the construction of the AWTs and the data used can be 

found in Anderson et al., (2019). 

The AWTs time series from 1980 to 2016 are shown on the upper left panel of 

Figure 5.6 and the representative Hovmöller diagram of the centroid of each AWT is 

shown in the upper right panel. ENSO events represented on the time series correspond 

to very strong (ONI >2) and strong (ONI>1.5) El Niño and strong (ONI<-1.5) and 

Moderate (ONI<-1) La Niña years. AWT1 is therefore representative of El Niño events 

with positive SSTA located in the eastern pacific, while La Niña is presented by AWT6 

with negative SSTA.  

The anomaly of the number of swells for each AWT that characterizes the 

interannual variability is shown on the lower panel of Figure 5.6. Important differences 

are observed when comparing different AWTs. AWT1 (i.e., El Niño) is characterised 

by a general increase in the number of swells, especially from the northern and eastern 

directions and a decrease in the number of swells from southern directions. AWT6 

(i.e., La Niña) is characterised by a general lower number of swells throughout the 

year with some increases in the southern directions.  
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Figure 5.6 Time series of AWTs and representative Hovmöller diagram of the centroid of 

each cluster (Upper panels). Anomaly on the number of swell trains associated to each AWT 

(Lower panel)  

5.3.4 Seas 

The sea component obtained from the partitioned super-point is analysed and 

treated independently in this study, as the behaviour is different, and the analysis of 

isolating and parameterizing distant-source swell trains would not be applicable. This 

is because the scale of the seas, still under the influence of the winds is more local and 

the wave systems are not fully developed and organized as the swells after traveling 

across the ocean. Figure 5.7a shows the Hs, Tp and Dir associated to the sea partition 

from 1979 to 2018, which is characterized by large Hs, a mean Tp of 9s and a 

predominant eastern Dir, triggered by the trade winds. These wave parameters have 

been clustered into 36 groups following a K-Means clustering technique (KMA, Hastie 

et al., 2001). The centroid of the groups is represented in Figure 5.7b by its Hs 
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(background colour), Tp (arrow colour) and Dir (arrow). The box colour corresponds 

to the KMA group as in the upper panel. The seasonality of these groups is represented 

in the lower right panel, where DJF stands for December-January-February, MAM for 

March-April-May, JJA for June-July-August and SON for September-October-

November. 

Looking at these clusters, it is easy to see how the most probable groups are 

associated with eastern directions, which also account for the largest Hs and longer 

periods, while the southern and western wind sea waves are generally smaller and more 

locally generated (i.e., smaller periods). Although the predominant direction of the 

seas is  eastern , there is also some seasonality present, as during the boreal winter the 

trade winds northeast directions are more common than during the rest of the year, 

when the direction is more eastern and south-eastern (Genz et al., 2009). Also, the 

boreal summer is the season that accounts for most of the southern and south-western 

seas arriving towards Majuro. 

Same as for the swells, interannual variability is also present in the sea partition, 

which has been analysed based on the previously defined AWTs. Results associated 

to the probability of occurrence of each of the 36 clusters relative to the AWT are 

shown in Figure 5.7d, which shows an inter-annual variability among the different 

AWTs that would be consequently included in the emulation process. Differently than 

for the swells, which were more frequent during El Niño years, the seas are not 

especially more intense, as during El Niño trade winds are weaker (Timmermann et 

al., 2018).  
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Figure 5.7 Hindcast seas analysis. a) Time series of Hs, Tp and Dir and KMA cluster in 

colours, b) Clustering centroids represented by Hs (background colour), Dir (arrow) and Tp 

(arrow colour). Box colour corresponds to the KMA group in panel a. c) Probability of each 

cluster for the different seasons. d) Probability of each cluster for the different AWTs.  

5.3.5 Development of the Emulator 

With all the wave parameters gathered, and its seasonality and link with ENSO, 

a new climate-based emulator of swell trains and local seas is developed, able to 

generate long term time series of multivariate sea states. Although the emulation 

process of the swell trains and local seas follows a different path, they will both be 
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forced by the same large scale AWTs and seasonality, so that they can ultimately be 

put together. 

The first step is generating the synthetic time series of AWTs, which is 

accomplished by means of an autoregressive logistic regression model (ALR, Guanche 

et al., (2014)), fitted with a second order Markov chain (Anderson et al., 2019). This 

allows to generate 50 simulations of independent AWT chronologies that correctly 

reproduce the persistence, transition and probability of occurrence of ENSO during the 

hindcast period. The sequences are then converted to the representative 3 principal 

components by means of a Gaussian Copula previously fitted for each AWT (for 

further details refer to Anderson et al., (2019)).  

An ALR model is also used to drive the chronology of the 36 KMA clusters 

defined for the sea partition in section 3.4. In this case the ALR model is forced not 

only with a Markov chain, but also with the first 3 principal components representative 

of the AWT and the seasonality. This methodology has been previously used for 

generating synthetic daily chronologies in different applications using different 

covariates (Anderson et al., 2019; Antolínez et al., 2016; Cagigal et al., 2020). The 

seasonality and the KMA cluster probabilities associated to the different AWTs are 

maintained in the synthetic series, in addition to the probability of occurrence and the 

transition probabilities within clusters. 

In order to resample from the synthetic KMA cluster and obtain the 

correspondent Hs, Tp and Dir capturing the joint probability between variables, a 

Gaussian copula is previously fitted for each of the 36 clusters. Gaussian copulas have 

been proved to correctly deal with multivariate problems (Alaya et al., 2014; Rueda et 

al., 2017). For this purpose, the different variables have been previously fitted to a 

Kernel distribution, which has a small capability of extrapolation while mostly 

maintaining the historical distributions. The kernel distributions are then transformed 

to a normal, so that the dependencies in the Gaussian space are modelled by a 

symmetric, positive-definite matrix of Spearman’s correlation coefficients. This way 

we are able of constructing the synthetic time series of sea parameters by randomly 

resampling a set of Hs, Tp and Dir from the Gaussian copula.  
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For emulating the swell trains, we follow a different approach based on the 

number of swell events generated every month, for each direction and AWT. Once the 

synthetic AWT is known, the number of generated events for each direction and month 

is randomly obtained on a month-by-month iterative process. In order to control the 

total number of events generated each month and generate synthetic numbers coherent 

with historical values, it is important to take into account the correlation among the 

number of events associated to the different directions. To accomplish the simulation 

of the number of events while accounting for the correlation, we use a multivariate 

Poisson method, which is a generalization of the univariate case in order to incorporate 

correlation. The method consists on simulating multivariate normal data and 

converting them to obtain a correlation matrix and Poisson vector, which allows for 

the generation of a number of events with positive or negative correlations (details can 

be found in Yahav & Shmueli, (2007)). 

Once we have the random number of events from the multivariate Poisson for 

each of the 432 cells (i.e., 12 months and 36 directions), we resample back to the 6 

swell parameters (i.e., direction is not included, as it will be characterized within the 

10° cell range) that were defined during the parameterization process in section 3.2 to 

reconstruct each swell train. To capture the joint probability between the 6 parameters, 

we fit a Gaussian copula for each cell and randomly resample a set of variables for 

each of the number of events obtained from the multivariate Poisson. For the direction, 

a random number from the cell interval discretised for every degree is assigned to the 

swell train, which will have its starting hour also randomly assigned within each 

month. Knowing the 6 parameters, the direction and the starting day of the month is 

enough to be able to obtain synthetic swell trains throughout the year, which takes into 

account the seasonality and the ENSO behaviour. 

5.4 Emulator application and spectral validation 

Building an emulator as in section 3.6 allows for the generation of as many 

realisations of wave climate as desired for a specific application. For this study, 50 

hourly simulations of swell trains and seas, with each simulation being 120 years long, 
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have been obtained. Figure 5.8 shows the outputs for one of the emulated years as an 

example. Same as in Figure 5.3, the evolution over the year associated to the sea 

partition is shown in grey in Figure 5.8 and the different swell trains in colours. As 

observed, the shapes of the emulated Hs, Tp and Dir have been reconstructed with the 

6 parameters from the copula to obtain realistic swell trains.  

Hs is characterized by a linear enhancement from zero until Hs* is reached after 

τ hours and a subsequent decay sh. The Tp shown is the inverse of the peak frequency, 

obtained from Fp* and increasing at a rate sf for the duration of the swell train. The 

direction randomly derived from the cell range, is constant over the duration of the 

swell train. For the sea, the daily values obtained from the copulas associated to each 

KMA cluster have been resampled to hourly values by interpolating Hs and Tp and 

leaving the direction constant for each day. 

 

Figure 5.8 Emulated time series of sea (grey) and isolated swell states (colours) for Hs (top), 

Tp (middle) and Dir (Bottom). Parameterization of each swell (right) 

In order to validate the performance of the multimodal emulator proposed, the 

next step consists in reconstructing the different swells and sea at each hour into a 

theoretical spectrum, discretized with the same frequencies and directions as the input 

hindcast from CSIRO for comparison. For this purpose, each partition has been 

reconstructed as unimodal, so that the final multimodal spectra can be obtained by the 

aggregation of the unimodal spectra. The frequency-direction reconstruction has been 
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obtained following Eq. (4), where (f) corresponds to the one-dimensional wave 

spectrum, (𝜃) to the directional distribution, and n to the number of partitions every 

hour. 

𝑆(𝑓, 𝜃) = ∑ 𝑆𝑖(𝑓) · 𝐷𝑖(𝜃)      

𝑛

𝑖=0

(5.4) 

The one dimensional wave spectrum has been fitted to a JONSWAP (JOint 

North Sea WAve Project) spectrum (Hasselman et al., 1973) using the formulation in 

terms of Hs height and Tp (Goda, 1999) as in Eq. (5) to (7). The JONSWAP peak 

enhancement factor (𝛾) has been obtained from an empirical relationship between the 

peak and mean period as in Eq. (8), where a=1.411 and b=-0.07972. For the 

reconstruction process, a mean 𝛾 = 1.2 has been obtained for the sea partition in the 

hindcast, and based on the direction discretized every 10 degrees, a mean 𝛾 value has 

been obtained for each swell direction with values ranging from 43.21 to 71.33. 

𝑆(𝑓) = 𝐵𝐽 · 𝐻𝑠
2 · 𝑇𝑝

−4 · 𝑓−5 · 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−1.25 · (𝑇𝑝 · 𝑓)
−4

] · 𝛾
𝑒𝑥𝑝[

−(𝑇𝑝·𝑓−1)
2

2·𝜎2 ]

        (5.5) 

𝐵𝐽 ≈
0.06238

0.23 + 0.0336 · 𝛾 − 0.185(1.9 + 𝛾)−1
· [1.094 − 0.01915 · 𝑙𝑛(𝛾)]       (5.6) 

𝜎 = {
0.07: 𝑓 ⩽ 𝑓𝑝

0.09: 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑝
        (5.7) 

𝑇𝑝

𝑇𝑚02
= 𝑎 · 𝛾𝑏       (5.8) 

For the directional distribution,𝐷(𝜃), a cosine expression (Mitsuyasu et al., 

1975) has been used as in Eq. (9), where 𝜃𝑚is the mean direction of the partition, 𝛤 is 

the gamma function, and s is a parameter that controls the directional width (Kuik, 

1988), which depends on the directional spread (𝜎𝜃) of each partition as in Eq. (10). 

This directional distribution is defined so that Eq. (11) is met.  For this purpose, same 

as for 𝛾, the parameter 𝜎𝜃 has been obtained from the hindcast values for the sea 

partition (𝜎|𝜃 = 30.8) and for the swells depending on the direction discretized every 

10 degrees, with a range from 4.66 to 14.68. Further work considering 𝛾, 𝜎𝜃 and its 

variability as parameters of the wind sea and individual swell trains could be done. 
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𝐷(𝜃) =
22𝑠−1

𝜋

𝛤(𝑠 + 1)2

𝛤(2𝑠 + 1)
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝑠 (

𝜃 − 𝜃𝑚

2
)       (5.9) 

𝑠 =
2

𝜎𝜃
2 − 1      (5.10) 

∫ 𝐷(𝜃)𝑑𝜃
2𝜋

0

= 1      (5.11) 

Following this methodology, we have reconstructed both the hindcast and our 

emulated sea and swell trains, so that we are able to compare the complete 

reconstructed spectra. The reason to also reconstruct the hindcast from its partitions, 

is to truly validate the performance of the emulator against the hindcast and not only 

the performance of the partitioning and the spectral reconstruction. When 

reconstructing the hindcast from its partitions we have observed that although the bulk 

parameters of both original and reconstructed spectra get very similar values, the 

reconstructed spectral energy is smoother, which could lead to further differences in 

Figure 5.9 than just the ones associated to the hindcast against the emulator. 

Figure 5.9 shows the results of comparing the reconstructed mean spectra from 

the hindcast and the emulator (upper panels) and the one associated to each season 

(lower panels). For the comparison we are focussing on the frequencies up to 0.3Hz, 

although results up to 0.5Hz have been obtained. As it can be inferred from Figure 5.9, 

a good agreement between hindcast and emulated spectra is found. Also, we are 

capable of correctly reproducing seasonality, with boreal winters accounting for the 

largest energies mostly concentrated on the north-eastern directions, while the lowest 

energies are observed during the months of September through November, when it is 

also more probable to have waves approaching Majuro from the north-west. Waves 

from the southern hemisphere are more probable during the boreal summer, when also 

the trade winds are less intense. 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of hindcast against emulated spectra. Upper panels correspond to 

the annual mean, and lower panels to the mean spectra associated to the different seasons. 

Although we have discussed against the use of bulk parameters in these 

environments, they can still be useful for some applications and are a metric of the 

mean energy that needs to be correctly reproduced by the proposed climate-based 

emulator. For these reasons, and again using the library WAVESPECTRA, we have 

obtained the bulk parameters from the reconstructed spectra, and the comparison 

against the hindcast is shown on Figure 5.10. Here we are showing the time series of 

Hs, mean period (Tm) and Dir and comparing the mean distributions by means of 

histograms and Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots. In the lower panels we also show the 

analysis associated to the return period of the annual maxima.  

A general good agreement is found for both the mean and extreme wave regimes, 

although the most extreme Hs observed in the hindcast return period, are not 

reproduced by the climate emulator. The reason for the emulator to miss these events 

is that they are produced when a tropical storm (TS) is present, and more precisely 

typhoon Freda in March 1981, TS Roy in January 1988 and TS Axel in January 1992, 
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for which damage to buildings and infrastructures was reported (Ford et al., 2018). The 

extraordinary characteristics and low probability of these events makes it not possible 

for the regular climate emulator to capture them, so future work in order to include the 

effect of tropical cyclones will be needed. 

 

Figure 5.10 Upper panels, time series (left), histograms (middle) and qq-plots (right) of 
hindcasted and simulated bulk parameters. Bottom panels, return period of annual maxima 

of Hs and Tm, red dots represent hindcasted annual maxima, and the mean and 

maximum/minimum envelope of the simulations are represented in blue. 

5.5 Discussion 

Although there are different emulators proposed in the literature, this is the first 

to our knowledge to deal with the generation of synthetic independent swell trains and 

local seas, making it especially suitable for environments such as Pacific atolls where 

a sea and a number of swells do frequently occur at the same time. A number of 

proposed emulators in recent years are based on the concept of splitting the 

atmospheric circulation into a number of synoptic patterns or weather types (WTs) at 

a daily scale (Anderson et al., 2019; Antolínez et al., 2016; Cagigal et al., 2020; Lucio 

et al., 2020; Rueda et al., 2017; Rueda et al., 2016). Nevertheless, due to the purpose 
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of their applications, some are limited to bulk wave parameters (Antolínez et al., 2016; 

Cagigal et al., 2020; Lucio et al., 2020). 

The emulation of multimodal daily wave spectra was firstly introduced in Rueda 

et al. (2017), where the wave climate in California is divided into a sea and two 

different swells based on the generation regions.  As storms generally have a duration 

larger than a day, to address the dependence between consecutive days, an extremal 

index was introduced, which allows to obtain accurate estimates of extremes but does 

not model the natural variability (Rueda et al., 2016). Further improvements to account 

for the duration of each different storm were made in, where each storm is defined as 

the number of consecutive days with the same WT and is emulated by its peak and 

downscaled to hourly values following a trapezoidal shape for the different wave 

parameters. Nevertheless, the storm duration is constrained by the number of days with 

the same WT, and although the emulator is capable of reproducing a sea and two 

different swells associated with two defined generation areas, they all necessarily have 

the same duration.  

In our analysis, we have observed that the different swell trains have different 

durations depending on their direction, as those approaching Majuro from the south 

tend to be longer than those approaching from the northern and eastern directions 

(Figure 5.5). Furthermore, it is very common to have more than one swell approaching 

the site from similar directions with different wave period at the same time. For these 

reasons, previously developed emulators are not enough to account for all these 

factors, and it is key to have a flexible emulator that allows the generation of individual 

swell trains, each with their own duration and characteristics over time, that also have 

the potential to overlap and interact with each other. 

The ultimate purpose of this emulator is to be able of generating time series that 

better represent the natural processes of the multivariate wave climate in the Pacific 

region. The emulator proposed is relatively easy to construct and once it is optimized 

for each specific study site, it is not computational expensive and is able of generating 

infinitely long time series of individual swell trains and seas, which can ultimately be 

reconstructed to obtain hourly series of directional spectra. Even so, there are a number 
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of key parameters on which a decision needs to be made in the process. First is the 

partitioning algorithm, for which the wind cut, and age factor parameters need to be 

introduced. This is a key decision that affects the rest of the analysis, and as discussed 

in section 3.1, the objective is to avoid the continuous switch between the sea and swell 

partition, and correctly differentiate the far field generated swells from the locally 

generated waves. The parameters proposed are capable to accomplish this objective 

on different atolls in the Marshall Islands, as it is an area in which trade winds are 

constantly blowing and generating local waves that range between seas, young swells 

and mixed sea states. However, obtaining these parameters is not straightforward or 

universal. Also, as pointed out throughout the analysis, there are parameters that need 

to be optimized for the swell train detection algorithm. In this study, we have optimized 

mainly using the visual inspection of the results through an iterative trial and error 

process. However, more research is needed to optimize and automatize the obtention 

of these parameters in the future. 

5.6 Conclusions 

A new climate-based emulator is proposed on this work. The model is based on 

the analysis of all the spectral wave energy approaching our study site by aggregating 

the information from six hindcast points into a central super-point, which is then 

divided using a watershed algorithm into a sea and a number of swells. In order to 

isolate the different swell trains from a common source, we propose an algorithm that 

analyses the wave partitions bulk parameters over time and lately the isolated swell 

trains are parameterized. Using the link of the sea and the swell train parameters with 

the seasonality and ENSO variability, we are capable of ultimately creating an 

emulator that generates hourly multivariate wave spectra accounting from the seasonal 

to the interannual scale.   

We envisage this emulator will be a useful tool for probabilistic assessments of 

coastal hazards and early warning systems in low-lying Pacific atolls, which are very 

vulnerable to coastal flooding in the present and which will be even more affected in 

the coming years with the effect of climate change. Further research will have to be 
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undertaken in order to couple the effect of tropical storms and tropical cyclones to the 

emulator of daily regular conditions. 
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Abstract 

Tropical cyclones are associated with extreme winds, waves and storm surge, 

and are among most destructive natural phenomena. Developing capability for a rapid 

impact estimate is crucial for coastal applications and risk preparedness. When 

predicting waves characteristics associated to TCs, the traditional approach involves a 

two-step procedure (1) a Holland-type wind vortex model and (2) numerical 

simulations using a wave generation model, using buoy and satellite measurements 

just for validation. Here, an empirical model to estimate the wave footprint of TCs 

based on satellite data is proposed. The model assumes a circular shape of the TC 

influence area and defines composites of significant wave height as a function of 

minimum pressure, TC forward velocity and track latitude. The model can be applied 

for rapid estimations of wave footprints in operational systems, reconstruction of 

historical events, risk assessment, or climate change projections 
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6.1 Introduction 

Tropical cyclones (TCs), also named hurricanes or typhoons, represent one of 

the most extreme and deadliest natural phenomena in the world. Waves generated by 

extreme winds related to the moving TC, pose a great risk for exposed areas in terms 

of infrastructure destruction, beach erosion or coastal flooding. Furthermore, although 

storm surge induced by tropical cyclones tends to be more concentrated and close to 

the cyclone centre, waves generated can propagate many kilometres away from the 

centre (Moon et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2012) and cause severe flooding at distant 

locations (Hoeke et al., 2021).  

Waves generated by TCs are of great interest to understand wind-wave 

interactions and to support risk assessments and mitigation efforts. Nevertheless, these 

assessments are not straightforward both because of the lack of extensive records of 

historical TCs (Bloemendaal et al., 2020) and because of the severe and complicated 

wave field generated by intense and fast-varying winds (Moon et al., 2003). Globally, 

a mean of about 90 to 100 TCs occur annually (Bloemendaal et al., 2020; Hoogewind 

et al., 2020), with reliable datasets starting in 1980. Furthermore, the frequency and 

characteristics of tropical cyclones are expected to globally change over time due to 

climate change, with a poleward shift of TC tracks (Daloz & Camargo, 2018; Hemer 

et al., 2013; Hoogewind et al., 2020) and a gradual increase of tropical cyclone 

frequency and intensity (Emanuel, 2013). These changes will have a chain affect in 

extreme storm surge and wave climate at middle latitudes (Mori & Takemi, 2016)  

Future projections of changes in TC activity are based on Global Climate Models 

(GCMs) and rely on the ability of reanalysis to correctly represent TCs. Hodges et al., 

(2017) studied the representation of TCs in reanalysis datasets, concluding that 

although nearly all the historical TCs were represented, the wind intensities were 

significantly lower and pressures were too high, leading to wave and storm surge 

hindcast models not able of capturing extreme events (Cagigal et al., 2020; Cid et al., 

2017). This underestimation is mostly due to a non-sufficient resolution of reanalysis 

models (Durrant et al., 2014; Hodges et al., 2017). 
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 With the increasing amount of remote and in situ measurements, the wind wave 

field generated by tropical cyclones, that was usually assumed to mirror the wind field, 

has been demonstrated to have a more complex spatial distribution (IYoung, 2017), 

with a pronounced asymmetry of the TC wave field (King & Shemdin, 1979; Tamizi 

& Young, 2020; Young & Vinoth, 2013). This asymmetry is primarily caused by the 

forward motion of the TC, causing waves to the right (left in southern regions) of the 

track to be exposed to the wind for a prolonged time causing a trapped-fetch effect  

(Bowyer & MacAfee, 2005).  

Different models to predict the wind-wave generated by TCs have been 

presented (Young & Vinoth, 2013; Young, 1988a, 2017), mainly focusing on 

predicting the maximum Significant Wave Height (SWH), although attempts to obtain 

the spatial SWH field from numerical modelling and measured data have also been 

made (Tamizi & Young, 2020; Young, 2017). To capture the spatial variability of 

wind-wave TCs, a dense network of observations, especially for extreme conditions, 

is required (Tamizi & Young, 2020). For this reason, in the latest years, satellite 

information has been used to explore TC characteristics and extreme events (Knaff et 

al., 2014; Takbash et al., 2019; Tamizi & Young, 2020; Young, 2017), without relying 

on in-situ buoy measurements, which are sparse and known to fail when exposed to 

very extreme conditions. 

This chapter attempts to generate and analyse a database of wave conditions 

from satellite measurements associated to TCs worldwide and uses the outcomes from 

the analysis to build a predictive model. The first step will be to combine a TC (Knapp 

et al., 2018) and an altimeter dataset (Ribal & Young, 2019) to obtain a database with 

over a thousand tropical cyclones with associated satellite-derived waves. Such 

database will be further analysed using the clustering technique of self-organizing 

maps (SOM) for an intuitive and easy-to-use 2D lattice of the relationship between the 

TC parameters (i.e., predictor) and the wave footprint (i.e., predictand). The 

relationship found between predictand and predictor will then drive the prediction 

model presented. 
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the data sources used 

to build and validate the database, whose construction is presented in Section 6.3. 

Section 6.4 presents the analysis of the outputs derived from the clustering of the SWH 

generated by TCs. Section 6.5 focuses on the applications and validation of the 

clustering technique for a preliminary estimate of the SWH footprint generated by any 

given track worldwide, while a discussion and concluding remarks are presented on 

section 6.6.  

6.2 Data 

6.2.1 Tropical cyclone data 

The database selected for the historical TCs is the International Best Track 

Achieve for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS, https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs/) 

(Knapp et al., 2010) version 4, firstly released in 2018 (Knapp et al., 2018). The 

database combines best track data from a number of meteorological centres worldwide, 

providing a homogenized global dataset with records from 1852. TCs information is 

combined taking into account the reports from the official World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) in charge of the area. 

6.2.2 Wave data 

For the satellite wave data we are using the Integrated Marine Observing System 

(IMOS) database (Ribal & Young, 2019), which consists of global SWH and wind 

speed starting in 1985 from 13 altimeters. This database provides the information for 

all the different altimeter missions under the same format and is provided in a 1x1 

degrees grid worldwide. This database has been selected as it has been calibrated 

against buoy data from the National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), as well as 

cross validated between altimeters to test for consistency. The database is updated 

every six months and data can easily be downloaded using a graphical interface. 

The altimeter data provided by IMOS covers the period from 1985 to 2020, 

except for the lapse between 1990 and the middle of 1991 when no satellite missions 

were deployed. A series of data flags defined as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 9 represent Good data, 
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Probably good data, SAR-mode data or possible hardware error, bad data and missing 

data respectively. For the analysis provided in this chapter, the whole database has 

been used, since removing flag quality values of 2 in the Globwave database (Busswell 

et al., 2010), which corresponds to “probably bad measurements”, resulted in the 

removal of extreme wave heights associated with tropical cyclones. As stated in Ribal 

& Young, (2019) the quality flags from Globwave have directly been transformed into 

their own reference system, and hence, the same behaviour when removing the quality 

flag associated to “bad data” will be expected. During the development of the TC 

analysis, a range of different filters to differentiate outliers will be used. 

In order to compare the results of the satellite derived analysis, an external source 

of data is needed. For this purpose, the National Buoy Data Center (NDBC) buoy 

network has been selected, and in particular a number of 40 buoys located in deep 

waters around the United States.   

6.3 Database development 

Combining IMOS and IBTrACS, allows to obtain the spatial distribution of 

waves associated to historical TCs worldwide. We aim to generate a comprehensive 

database accounting for all the satellite data available over a time interval and over an 

influence radius centered at each point of the TC track. The methodology assumes a 

wave influence of circular shape with a 500km radius at each point, and defines, in 

moving polar coordinates with respect to the forward direction, the maximum SWH 

within a time interval, which has been fixed to 3h following Tamizi & Young (2020). 

The procedure to generate the database is exemplified for 1 historical TC in Figure 

6.1. Figure 6.1a shows the track of the selected TC with its associated wave satellite 

data inside the influence area (grey circles) and time range at each point of the track. 

The coloured circle has been chosen to exemplify the coordinated system rotation from 

the satellite wave data defined by its real translation direction and by [Lon, Lat] (Figure 

6.1b) to the polar coordinated system referred to the translation direction as in Figure 

6.1c.  
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This transformation allows to generalize the reference for all the TCs worldwide. 

We have chosen the northern hemisphere (NH) to be used as the reference for our 

results, so that the waves from the southern hemisphere (SH) will be flipped right-left. 

This transformation is done in order to take into account the clockwise wind direction 

in the NH, opposed to the anticlockwise rotation in the SH. This opposite rotation 

makes the waves generated by a tropical cyclone in the NH be larger in the forward 

right quadrant of the TC, while in the SH the forward left quadrant is the one 

accounting for the larger waves.  

 In order to discretise the data, we are generating a congruent mesh (Beckers & 

Beckers, 2012) as the one in Figure 6.1d, which is discretised every 10 degrees in 

radius, and compartmentalize in 10 variable distances, so that each of the individual 

cells in the mesh has the same area. This is done to make sure that the amount of data 

that will fall into each individual cell is homogeneous.  For each TC and point of the 

track, the maximum SWH of the data contained in each cell is stored for the analysis 

(Figure 6.1d).  

Following this methodology and combining all the TCs with information of 

minimum pressure worldwide with the satellite waves from IMOS, results in a 

database with ~37000 track points which have at least 1 cell with wave data, and 

almost a million cells with wave information in total, corresponding to a mean of ~7% 

of the mesh covered with satellite wave data at each point. The stored components of 

the database generated are the following: Longitude (Lon), Latitude (Lat), Minimum 

Pressure (Pmin), Translation direction (θt), Translation speed (Vt) and SWH, which 

will be defined in the congruent mesh discretised in 36 angles and 10 distances. 
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Figure 6.1. Methodology for generating the database. a) TC track with associated SWH from 

IMOS. b) Selection of a point from the TC track with its associated SWH as an example. c) 
SWH in b) projected to the new reference polar coordinate system. Grey lines correspond to 

the SWH data associated to the full TC track. d) Congruent grid defined for the methodology 

showing the SWH from the example point in b). 

6.4 SOM Classification 

Once the database has been generated, the aim of this chapter is to understand 

the wave generation area associated with a TC and the effect of the different TC 

parameters in the shape and magnitude of the waves generated. For this purpose, we 

use SOMs for clustering the predictor, defined by combinations of the TC parameters: 

[Pmin, Vt, Lat], to later on analyse the associated composites of the predictand (SWH) 

in a 500km radius area. SOMs are one of the most powerful data mining techniques 

when clustering high-dimensional data also due to the visualization properties (Camus 

et al., 2011). The algorithm computes N centroids each characterizing a group of data 

preserving the topology on its original space. SOMs have been previously applied to 

evaluate multivariate wave climate (Camus et al., 2011), project changes in synoptic 

weather patterns (Gibson et al., 2016), explore interannual climate variability 
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(Izaguirre et al., 2012) among many other applications in the field of the meteorology 

and oceanography (Liu & Weisberg, 2011).  

When comparing the SOM algorithm with other clustering techniques as the 

Maximum Dissimilarity Analysis (MDA) or the K-Means clustering (K-means), SOM 

has been ranked the best for the cluster visualization in a 2D lattice (Camus et al., 

2011). Nevertheless, it is not the most suitable technique for exploring the boundaries 

of the data space. For this reason, we have performed a preselection of M=7500 points 

following MDA to reduce the dimensionality of the full dataset (~37000 points) to be 

further clustered into 49 groups following SOM.  

To implement the SOM, we use the MiniSom library (Giuseppe, 2019), which 

is developed in the python ecosystem. Using this library, we fit the SOM with M, 

previously selected with MDA, combinations of [Pmin, Vt, Lat] to obtain 49 clusters. 

Using the function that determines the Euclidean distance between the data provided 

and the cluster centroids, a cluster is assigned to every point of the ~37000 that 

compose the database so that every combination of [Pmin, Vt, Lat] is clustered. 

The representation of the centroid of the 49 clusters for the different predictor 

variables is shown in Figure 6.2a. As it can be observed a smooth transition between 

neighbour clusters is observed, facilitating the visual interpretation of the results. Once 

the predictors are clustered, we analyse the wave data associated to each of the 

different clusters. The first step is filtering the data outliers at each cell, which have 

been defined as the SWH values out of the range of the mean +- 4 times the standard 

deviation. Then, we fit the data in each cell to a generalized extreme value (GEV) 

distribution. To increase the number of data to populate the GEV distribution while 

smoothing the behaviour between neighbour cells, the distribution is fitted with each 

cell and its neighbours. The GEV parameters, which are the scale, the location and the 

shape are shown in Figure 6.2b, 6.2c and 6.2d respectively. The scale parameter 

represents the spread of the distribution, while the magnitude is defined by the location 

parameter and the shape parameter differentiates between Weibull (shape<0), Gumbel 

(shape=0) or Fréchet (shape>0) distributions.  
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To estimate the goodness of the fit, we perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

between the data and the GEV distribution to obtain the p-values in order to reject the 

hypothesis that the data comes from the same GEV distribution when the values are 

below the significance level. Yellow dots in Figures 6.2b, 6.2c and 6.2d represent the 

cells where the p-value is less than 0.05. This happens to occur at cells where there is 

a large amount of data, generally associated with less intense TCs. A good general fit 

to the GEV distribution is present in most of the cells, and as an example of the 

magnitude of SWH, Figure 6.2e) shows the 0.5 quantile of the distributions.  

The SOM clustering allows to easily visualize the TC parameters that cause the 

different composites of SWH (Figure 6.2e). As expected, larger SWHs are mainly 

associated with clusters represented by low pressures (i.e., more intense TCs), while 

the speed and latitude allow to characterize the shape of the SWH composite. Largest 

TCs, in terms of the radius, typically occur at high latitudes (Knaff et al., 2014). The 

translation speed also plays an important role in the area of influence of a TC. When 

the translation speed becomes comparable to the group celerity of the waves, waves to 

the right (left in the SH) of the track are exposed to prolonged wind forcing and a 

resonance effect is produced (King & Shemdin, 1979; Moon et al., 2003; Young, 

1988b), referred to as trapped-fetch waves (Bowyer & MacAfee, 2005). When this 

occurs, the largest values of SWH are produced. For rapidly moving storms (lower left 

corner in Figure 6.2) waves generated on the right of the storm are left behind the storm 

since group velocities are smaller than the translation speed of the storm (Young, 

1988a). The opposite occurs for slowly moving storms, with waves propagating ahead 

the storm.  
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Figure 6.2. SOM Classification. a) Predictors, b) GEV Scale parameter, c) GEV Location 

parameter, d) GEV Shape parameter and e) SWH associated to the 0.5 quantile 

 

6.5 Wind Wave footprint and validation against buoy data 

Once the SOM clustering has been developed, the relationships found between 

the predictors and the SWH composites can be used to derive the SWH from any given 

TC track just by knowing its representative predictors, which are the combinations of 

[Pmin, Vt, Lat], and the direction of translation and the hemisphere. A composite of 

SWH at each point of the track defines the waves within an area of 500km radius, and 
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then, the maximum SWH footprint from the TC can be defined as the maximum SWH 

in a grid discretized every 0.5 degrees both in latitude and longitude. 

The outcome of this process is visualized in Figure 6.3 for a number of TCs 

worldwide.  The figure shows in colour the maximum SWH at each grid from the 

composites associated to the 0.5 quantile distribution of the GEV fit (Figure 6.2e). 

Also, the track is coloured by its minimum pressure, where darker colours are 

associated with more intense TCs and the black dot represents the genesis of the TC.  

 
Figure 6.3. Examples of wind wave footprint of TCs worldwide 

Wave data from the NDBC buoys represented in Figure 6.4a are used to validate 

the footprint obtained for historical TCs. For each TC track we select buoys within a 

500km buffer from the track (Figure 6.4b) and compare the maximum SWH registered 

by the buoy against the maximum SWH from the maximum footprint at the buoy 

location.  Figure 6.4c represents the scatter of buoy vs. modelled SWH associated to 

the 0.5 quantile of the distributions. The colour refers to the probability density of the 

scatter, in order to reinforce that most of the values lie on the bisectrix, suggesting that 

the mean values of the maximum SWH are correctly estimated. Nevertheless, when 

talking about very large extremes, the percentile 0.5 of the GEV distribution is not 

enough to capture waves up to 16m, caused by extreme TCs as Katrina in 2005 (D.-P. 

Wang & Oey, 2008). This suggests that the number of data to populate those bins 

associated with extreme events is probably not large enough. Figure 6.4d represents 

the interquartile range, which as can be appreciated increases with the SWH, being for 
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some estimations up to 4.8 m, which is too large to give a confident estimate of these 

values. 

 
Figure 6.4. Buoy selection and validation. a) Location of selected buoys, b) Example of the 

buoys under the influence of a specific TC, c) Buoy vs. Model SWH. Colour represents the 

probability density, d) Same as c, but colour represents the interquartile range 

Although the database generated aggregates all the historical combinations of 

TCs and satellite wave data, these only represent observations of a reduced number of 

TCs, while a larger dataset will be required to capture and populate all the plausible 

combinations (Tamizi & Young, 2020). This is even more relevant when trying to 

explain the most extreme waves. This model can be used to understand the distribution 

of SWH within a TC track and, at a low computational expense, to provide a first order 

estimate. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that although the spatial 

distribution of SWH may correctly reflect the waves generated by a TC and its mean 

value, the accuracy of very extreme events is expected to be underpredicted, something 

that continues to be difficult to predict by parametric modelling (Young, 2017).  
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6.6 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter presents a comprehensive dataset of satellite waves under the 

influence of historical TCs worldwide. The database has been analysed using an 

efficient clustering technique, SOM, exploring the influence of the TC predictors in 

the shape and magnitude of the SWH generated in a 2D lattice. The pressure is the 

main driver of the larger wave heights, the latitude of the size of the TC, while when 

the translation speed is comparable to the group celerity, trapped-fetch waves are 

generated (Bowyer & MacAfee, 2005). Nevertheless, when the translation speed is 

larger or smaller than the group velocity, waves are left behind or travel ahead the 

storm respectively.  

Besides the properties of the SOM analysis to understand the SWH field 

generated, the composites can be used to derive a first estimation of the SWH footprint 

of historical or synthetic TCs, although the accuracy of the most extreme events is 

limited. To characterize extremes, the number of clusters used in the SOM 

classification will have to increase, but at this moment, with the limited number of 

historical observations of extreme events worldwide, it would still not be enough to 

obtain representative statistics. For this reason, in this chapter the definition of “just” 

49 clusters has been made to find a balance between the number of clusters and the 

data to populate each cluster. Nevertheless, the model could benefit from the 

increasing number of altimeter data worldwide and improve prediction accuracy, 

especially for the most extreme events. 
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7.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In this thesis, a range of different approaches to simulate the hydrodynamic 

components driving coastal hazards have been presented. These approaches have been 

developed with a special focus on the Pacific Ocean, a complex environment from a 

scientific perspective due to its wave multimodality and large spatial extent. The 

research has focused on solving waves and storm surge as the main drivers of coastal 

inundation at many locations, nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the coupling 

with other environmental variables such as sea level variations at different temporal 

scales is essential and could potentially make a huge difference in some locations. 

With the aim of exploring the possibilities of SD, the first work stemming from 

the PhD research consists on the development of a new storm surge database 

expanding from the beginning of the 19th century to the end of the 20th century for 

New Zealand, which has been made available online at https://uoa-

eresearch.github.io/storm_surge/. An analysis of the future changes for the 21st century 

based on GCM outputs suggests a future increase in the intensity of storm surge in the 

southern area of New Zealand, while a general decrease is expected in the north based 

on the analysis of an ensemble of 7 different models.  

With climate change scenarios being uncertain, and wave ensembles emerging 

as a tool for assessing and reduce the uncertainty of coastal hazard predictions both in 

the present and in the future, methodologies for generating synthetic time series of 

https://uoa-eresearch.github.io/storm_surge/
https://uoa-eresearch.github.io/storm_surge/
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hydrodynamic conditions are becoming more and more important. To correctly assess 

coastal hazards in a probabilistic way, it is necessary to develop emulators that allow 

to reproduce reliable timeseries of hydrodynamic conditions, which must be long 

enough to cover all the plausible combinations of concurrent oceanographic processes.  

With this aim, the second chapter presented in this thesis is a new climate-based 

emulator of wave and storm surge parameters built to address the uncertainty in 

predicting shoreline evolution at the order of decades. This emulator is the first to 

reproduce the intra storm variability, which had not been addressed in the literature 

before and is a key factor in the prediction of erosion and accretion periods. The 

emulator has been tested at 3 different locations, showing a great potential for the 

analysis of long-term coastal hazards from a probabilistic and ensemble perspective, 

as it allows to reproduce infinitely long time series of wave conditions and its link with 

large scale climatic patterns as ENSO. 

Although bulk parameters are the input for most of the shoreline evolution 

models in the literature, and may correctly explain unimodal seas, we found them to 

be not enough for capturing the full complexity of multimodal wave environments, 

which are representative of most Pacific atolls and small islands.  

With the aim of being able of characterizing the wave climate of island nations 

in a probabilistic way, the third work presented in this thesis is a climate-based 

emulator of individual seas and swell trains. This is the first emulator to our knowledge 

to deal with the emulation of concurrent individual swell systems and its full 

complexity. It improves the understanding on the wave climate of island nations and 

distant source swells and puts into evidence the necessity of using the full directional 

spectra to correctly assess the energy in multimodal environments. The emulator has 

been tested and positively validated in the low-lying atoll of Majuro, capital of the 

Marshall Islands, and has the potential to be used in any location worldwide where 

distant source swells are present. Nevertheless, we found the emulator to not be able 

of reproducing the most extreme events associated with tropical cyclones, due to its 

small probability of occurrence.  
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Thus, and in order to adapt the emulator to locations in which tropical cyclones 

have a relevant role in the definition of extreme coastal hazard events, the last work of 

this thesis consists on the development of an empirical model to assess the wind wave 

footprint of tropical cyclones. This model is based on combining historical TC tracks 

and wave measurements from satellite in order to find a relationship between the 

characteristic features of TCs and the waves generated within an area of influence. 

This model can be used both to improve the understating on the wave field associated 

to TCs, and as a first estimate for rapid assessments of extreme wave conditions. 

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the most extreme events is at the moment limited, 

although the methodology will benefit in the future from the rapidly increasing number 

of satellite records worldwide. 

Overall, in this PhD, SD has been proved to be a very powerful technique for 

efficiently generating synthetic time series of hydrodynamic conditions needed for 

probabilistic hazard assessments. Also, it has been demonstrated that the multivariate 

nature of the waves in most Pacific nations urges the need of specific studies to deal 

with these unique conditions. The methodologies developed have taken into account 

all these factors with the aim of ultimately reduce the risk faced by coastal 

communities in the Pacific and improve the knowledge on the unique conditions in the 

area.   

 

7.2 Future research 

The research presented in this thesis has allowed to propose new approaches 

based on SD for estimating hydrodynamic components that are critical for the 

assessment of coastal hazards. At the same time, during the development of the thesis, 

new research gaps have been identified. These research directions will be pursued in 

the future and are presented in the following list: 

• Improve the emulation of multivariate wave spectra by including 

additional parameters to characterize the spectral shape (e.g., directional 

spreading, peak enhancement factor). At the moment, different wave 
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partitions are characterized by Hs, Tp and Dir in the emulation process, 

and then a fixed value is used to characterize the directional spreading 

and the peak enhancement factor, only differentiating between seas and 

swells, and by direction. Nevertheless, in order to correctly represent the 

spectral shape of each partition, and hence the reconstructed spectra, the 

peak enhancement factor and directional spreading will be introduced as 

additional covariates in the emulation process.  

• Improve the emulation of extreme waves associated with tropical 

cyclones by means of introducing more variables and/or using machine 

learning techniques. In chapter 6, I propose a model to obtain the SWH 

associated to tropical cyclones, based on its representative parameters. 

At the moment, the model is not capable of accurately predict the most 

extreme values, and may benefit from the inclusion of additional 

variables, as the radius of maximum wind or the curvature of the track. 

Also, the use of more complex machine learning techniques can help to 

maximize the potential of the database generated, leading to a better 

representation of low probability events.  

• Couple the emulation of TCs with the multivariate seas and swell trains 

emulator to be able of correctly emulate the tails of the wave distribution 

associated with the most extreme wave conditions. This will improve the 

validation of the emulator of swell trains and wind seas proposed in 

Chapter 5, which has been validated against the hindcasts, showing an 

underprediction of the most extreme wave heights caused by TCs. 

• Introduce the effects of climate change by adapting the wave emulators 

proposed to account for the changes produced by the future variations of 

tropical cyclone activity and large-scale climate patterns as ENSO in the 

Pacific Region.  

• Downscale to coastal areas the emulated waves in order to perform 

studies of coastal hazards at a local scale. This downscaling will be 

performed within a hybrid framework, coupling statistical techniques 
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with numerical modelling and developing efficient metamodels that will 

allow to downscale thousands of years of wave conditions without large 

computational efforts. 

• The knowledge gained on the most relevant TC predictors, could be used 

as a starting point to develop a dynamic forecast of TCs based on the 

relationship between historical TCs and large-scale predictors 

worldwide. 
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